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Abstract

The safety level and licensability of five design options for ITER coolant,
breeding material and structural material are assessed, with emphasis on
some specified accident scenarios. The safety level is assessed in terms of
barrier requirements and the feasibility to construct and qualify such a
barrier. The licensability in Sweden of each design option is assessed based
on the indicated safety level and on a judgement of the technical feasibility
to construct and qualify the ITER tokamak itself, based on the selected
design option.
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Executive summary

The objective of this study is to identify critical licensing issues for five
different ITER design options using liquid metal as coolant and/or breeder
material, with emphasis on evaluation of specified accident scenarios. The
specific tasks include assessment of compatibility with national licensing
requirements, with the recommendations of the European Fusion ProrTamme
Evaluation Board, with the ITER-EDA terms of reference and with the
ITER time schedule for licensing.

The study approach is to i) evaluate the Swedish licensing requirements,
ii) assess the safety level of the design options in order to iv) draw
conclusions on technical feasibility and lkensability of the the proposed
designs, given economic and time constraints of the ITER-EDA.

Swedish licensing requirements

The radiological safety targets as formulated by the EC and interpreted by
the NET-TEAM are in line with the Swedish licensing requirements in this
area. The Swedish radiological protection philosophy for an ITER plant is
expected to be similar to that now used for fission power plants. The
100 mSv figure (for early dose during one week exposure) given by
NET/ITER as non-action level for evacuation is compatible with current
Swedish and international expert opinion.

Work on safety fundamentals for nuclear installations has recently been
completed by the IAEA. The identified safety principles reflect the views also
of Swedish licensing authorities, who have participated in the work. The
fundamentals include objectives for technical safety, quality assurance,
human factors, site selection, design and analysis, testing, verification and
waste management

The Swedish licensing process is essentially based on a case-by-case
evaluation against general safety objectives of the safety analysis provided by
the applicant, rather than on prescribed, fixed dose limits or other fixed
criteria.

A license application to build ITER in Sweden will be examined on the basis
of the ability of the applicant to demonstrate the technical and safety merits
of the proposed design relative to the licensing criteria. However limited thr
Swedish experience in liquid metal technology may be, there is no reason to
deem one or the other ITER breeder/coolant design solution as less licens-
able than the other, based on licensing philosophy or requirements.

Despite the differences between ITER and nuclear reactors of today, the
same safety fundamentals can and should be applied. Due to ITER's
first-of-a-kind nature it should, however, be expected that the requirements
on safety analysis with supporting testing and verification will be extensive.
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Safety levd

The inherent and passive safety levels of five design options have been
assessed with emphasis on Option m, all-helium cooling and a lithium
breeding blanket, and on Option V, all-water cooling and a lithium-lead
breeding blanket

The safety level comparison is made by evaluating barrier requirements to be
met to keep doses below 100 mSv in postulated severe accidents. The safety
level is expressed in terms of the technical requirements on a barrier and of
the technical and economic feasibility to construct such a barrier.

The assessment includes the following steps:

A Quantify releases of tritium and activated materials (AM) that
could produce a 100 mSv early dose

B Check design options for inventory and mobility of tritium/AM
and determine if passive safety can be achieved at this level.
Where passive safety can not be achieved based on inventory
and mobility, then

C Assess critical severe accident sequences, determine release
fractions that can be tolerated to meet the 100 mSv eaily dose
criterion.

D Define the requirements on a barrier and assess the
technical/economic feasibility to qualify and construct such a
barrier, possibly in combination with a vent filter.

E Evaluate the licensability based on the above.

Tritium inventories are assumed to be the same in all options. Assuming
100 % mobility, the mobile tritium inventory is short with a factor of 2-5
from being passively safe. First wall inventories are too large to achieve
passive safety based on inventory and mobility.

For Option V, H2O-LiPb, an in-blanket LOCA and canister rupture with
LiPb spill was assessed. The 190 mSv early dose criterion will require a
barrier in which an escape fraction below 2-10'2 can be achieved, a modest
requirement for a good barrier vessel. It indicates that the mobility of Li-Pb
activation products is sufficiently low to produce doses well below 100 mSv
using such a barrier. The barrier will take the shape of a 100 000 m3 vessel
capable of carrying transient pressure loads of 3.2 bar. To cope with
hydrogen produced from possible steam reactions with beryllium and other
metals, the containment could be inerted with nitrogen. No evaluation has
been made of barrier requirements to cope with toxic beryllium aerosols.
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IV

For Option ID, He-Li, all-helium cooling and a lithium breeder blanket,
there is a need for a barrier that reliably separates lithium from air, con-
sidering die severe consequences of a lithium/air fire. The barrier should
therefore be designed to prevent air ingress. However, with some probability
air will nevertheless enter the barrier vessel and contact a lithium spill, these
two events perhaps resulting from a common cause initiating event

The barrier must then, to comply with the 100 mSv dose criterion, contain
tritium and first wall structural materials mobilized as a result of the fire. It
appears to us that the lithium itself, with its tritium and impurities, comes
close to achieving passive safety based on mobile inventory.

A large lithium fire in a 100 000 m3 barrier vessel could raise temperature to
600 °C and pressure to 3 bar. Were this lithium/air fire to occur as a result of
a complete helium coolant blow-down, temperatures and pressures may
approach 600 °C and 8 bar respectively. To design for the lower pressure, it
must be shown that a lithium/air fire and a complete helium coolant blow-
down are mutually exclusive.

Helium being non-condensable, the barrier will stay pressurized, leading to
demanding leak tightness requirements and/or need for filtered vent relief.
For maintenance access, it must be possible to first drain lithium and then let
the barrier assume a retracted position to allow air into the barrier vessel.

Option m thus appears to require a large, helium inerted, leak tight (in and
out), retractable, high temperature and possibly high pressure barrier while
allowing for a large number of vessel penetrations.

It is concluded that the Option III barrier as perceived above, if at all
compatible with other requirements related to the lay-out of the machine,
may be beyond present day containment technology or at least very costly to
realize.

It is pointed out that, for both Options V and HI, residual heat and possibly
liquid helium in the cryostat could contribute substantial additional amounts
of energy and gas inside the barrier vessel during a major severe accident
This adds to the need for vent relief of the barrier vessel, a need already
evident from the barrier vessel temperatures of 600 °C mentioned above. The
extent of and design requirements on the vent relief in Option III will be
more demanding than in Option V.

The remaining Options I, II and IV are briefly discussed based on com-
parisons with options V and in in which most of the important phenomena
are described.

Option IV differs from option V in that the coolant is helium instead of
water for the first wall/blanket and divertor. Comparing with option III, the
risk for helium coolant blow-down remains but the fire hazard is much
reduced using the Li-Pb breeder. The steam oxidation of beryllium first wall
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clad will be largely avoided. It thus appears that a barrier vessel much based
on proven technology could be designed also for option IV. The helium
coolant will however still introduce a major licensing issue. The technical
feasibility to quaJ;ty vanadium alloys is an issue that still, in our opinion,
makes Option IV a weaker candidate than Option V from a licensing point of
view.

Option II is not, in our opinion, a realistic option, based on the risk for
severe lithium-water chemical reactions.

Option I, the onh liquid metal cooled and self-cooled breeder option, will
need a similar barrier arrangement as Option III to cope with a lithium/air
fire. Elimination of helium in this design makes this option favorable
regarding passive safety compared to Option ID. In this option, the need for
liquid metal intermediate coolant loops arises. Other drawbacks are the
complexity of large flow lithium circulation, extended barrier to include heat
exchangers and the need for electrically insulating in-blanket coolant piping.

Based on latest available information, it also seems that tritium extraction
from lithium will require a large, costly processing plant, much based on
technology to be developed and presenting some important safety concerns,
for the plant itself and the tokamak. This issue is relevant to options I, II and
HI. Tritium extraction from lithium lead was not assessed.

Licensability

There is today insufficient basis to assess the safety levels of the design
options with a reasonable degree of confidence. Thus, it is premature to
establish or rule out any of the options as licensable in Sweden.

Our approach to evaluate safety level in terms of barrier requirements
indicates that Option V and Option IV could meet passive safety
requirements based on proven technology for barrier and vent relief. To
engineer and license Options I, II and HI will require extensive research and
development of barrier and vent relief technology in addition to the invest-
ments in R&D to qualify the new blanket designs and structural materials
involved. Option I has interesting potential from a safety point of view. The
technological step to be taken for that design is however very demanding and
the licensability must therefore be put in question.

Given the complexity of the complete ITER plant as a whole and of its
intended operation, it would seem wise in the engineering design effort to
choose a coolant/breeder option that offers an existing experience base and
thus presents the least demanding engineering and verification challenges to
arrive at a licensable design. This argument may be invalid if it can be clearly
shown that the more advanced design options offer a decidedly higher safety
level and/or other technical advantages and that the necessary qualification
of new materials and designs can be expected to be successful within the
over-all time schedule and budget for the ITER-EDA.
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VI

The following table ranks the safety level and Ikensability in Sweden of the
five design options as judged based on this study:

Coobnt»
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Poor?

Poor

Poor-Fair
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31s. we raise
serious doubts, based on available information and on this study, mat
sufficiently qualified designs for Options I, II or HI can be produced in the
ITER-EDA to license ITER in Sweden or, most likely, in any country. To
Option V we attribute good prospects and to Option TV fair prospects to be
licensable in Sweden, recognizing that there are, also for these options,
important licensing issues to be resolved.

Considering the long term potential (necessity?) of Option I, an approach
might be considered whereby R&D efforts are expended, in- or outside the
EDA, on this option, parallel to regular engineering design efforts on an
option based on proven technology.

Some important severe accident licensing issues relevant to Options ID, IV
and V will be i) blanket canister capability to carry in-blanket pipe rupture
coolant blowdown loads, ii) barrier vessel capability to carry pressure and
temperature loads from coolant blowdown and/or liquid metal reaction with
air, iii) capability of vent designs to relieve barrier vessel pressure, or
alleviate die need for the barrier vessel to carry pressure and temperature
loads, while limiting releases to comply with early doses below 100 mSv for
all conceivable accident sequences, iv) barrier requirements to cope with
toxic beryllium aerosols ai.' v) reliability and safety of a processing plant for
extraction of tritium from liquid lithium. For Option I some licensing issues
were indicated above.

Considering the time schedule of the ITER-EDA it is urgent to address the
licensing is:, es indicated above. Some further efforts, based i.a. on the
approach applied in this short study, may become necessary even before a
final decision on the option to be developed in the ITER-EDA.

1) FW-Blanket/Divertor/Vacuion Vessel.
2) In tern» of barrier/vent feasibility.
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1 Introduction

This study is one of three studies on the same topic awarded by the NET
Team to and carried out in parallel by CEA, France, KfK/GRS. Germany
and Studsvik, Sweden.

The study was earned out by qualified experts on licensing and safety
analysis m Studsvik AB, Nyköping and Safetech Engineering, Västerås.
Sweden. It iortwrtwl doss coosultatici with tbt two Swedish licensing
authorities primarily concerned with die issues covered in the study, die
Swedish Nucka* Power Inspectorate (SKI) and the Swedish Radiation
Protection Institute (SSI).

It should be pointed out that die study was performed in a very short time,
about nine weeks, diereby permitting limited in-depm analysis and original
work. The approach chosen involved identifying and penetrating to some
depm certain key issues of die ones described in Annex A while covering
other issues in a more superficial discussion.

In order to establish a general reference for dus study and to familiarize die
SKI and die SSI widt die ITER design in an organized way. Annex B to
this report contains some general information, already well-known to die
NET Team, on die ITER design, as it is known to us frcm the ITER CDA
(Conceptual Design Activity) [Ref 1] and die ITER Preliminary Design
report [Ref 2).

1.1 Objective

The objective of die study is to identify critical issues for licensing ITER
designs using liquid metals as coolant and/or breeder material, with
emphasis to be put on evaluation of accident scenarios. Decommissioning
and waste disposal issues should be commented only if relevant differences
result from the design options.

1.2 Background

In the ITER-EDA the choice of coolant medium and structural material for
first wall, blanket, divertor and vacuum vessel are under consideration. The
ITER-EDA Director has proposed liquid lidiium as breeder material and
coolant medium for first wall and blanket, with vanadium alloys as
structural materials. In the EC Fusion Programme, however, liquid lithium
has been excluded as coolant and breeder material due to its potential
chemical reaction hazards.

' sturappfes9335 <
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The EC wishes to qualify the current ITER-EDA design options from die
licensing point of view. Information on dus topic should be given by the EC
to the HER Technical Advisory Committee meeting in September 1993.
especially in dK light of the following criteria:

o compatibility with national ucensing requirements.

o compatibility with die safety related recommendations of die
European Fusion Programme Evaluation Beard (EFPEB)
[Ref 3].

o compatibility with the ITER terms of reference [Ref 4].

o compatibility with the ITER time scale for licensing.

13 Taskdc

The task is defined in "Annex A" to the contract no. NET/93-299 awarded
to Studsvik. "Annex A" is included in this report as Annex A. Essentially
the study involves assessment of five specified design options

o using a "simplified safety approach"

o by comparison with existing and/or anticipated national

Ucensing requirements.

o for seven defined accident sequences.

o to identify critical licensing issues.

o to identify R&D required prior to licensing.

In a meeting on May 4,1993 between representatives of die NET Team
and Studsvik, interpretation of die task was discussed. It was concluded
tfiat, among the tasks specified, die Swedish study should focus on issues
where Swedish experience may be of particular interest to the NET-TEAM
and to die ITER-EDA. It was agreed to focus die resources on die inerted
barrier vessel capability to preclude air ingress and to suppress die
environmental impact of any pool or spray lithium/air fire that could result
from breeder/coolant spills.

ww stunpnfcs9335 ea
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2 Breeder and coolant designs

2.1 Introduction

The design of the ITER-plant is still in an early stage and substantial
changes in the basic design features and relative to the CD A design are
considered. Several different design ontions with new coolant, breeder and
structure materials for the first wall and blanket are studied.

U2 The ITER plant

The Conceptual Design developed in the ITER-CDA is intended to be a
"conservative" design. It utilizes stainless steel as constriction material for
important internal components and pressurized water as coolant In a later
stage of ITER operation tritium production was considered in a breeder of
lithium ceramic.

A general description of ITER is provided in Annex B. It is based on Ref 1
as modified by the description in Ref 2. In the following, features of ITER
of special relevance to this study are described.

2 3 Breeding materials

Two options for breeder material are considered; pure lithium metal and an
alloy of 83 mol % lead and 17 mol % lithium. Liquid lithium reacts violently
with air and water, but is not activated in neutron radiation (except for
produced tritium and activated impurities). The lead/lithium alloy reacts less
violently but lead is transformed to several radioactive nuclides in neutron
radiation; among them polonium-210.

2.4 Coolants

Three different coolants for the breeder blanket are considered; liquid
metal, helium and water. Liquid metals (lithium or sodium/potassium) have
excellent thermal properties, but their high electrical conductivity gives
problems in strong magnetic fields. The flow of liquid metal is hindered by
strong magnetic forces if the liquid is in direct contact with electrically
conducting metallic coolant tubes. It is a difficult problem to electrically
insulate the inside of the tubes.

Helium and water are not electrically conducting and are therefore not
influenced by magnetic forces, but are less efficient as coolants and
therefore require high pressure.
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The chemical reactivity of liquid metal is of safety concern also when used
as coolant Being key to this study this property is therefore further
described below.

2.5 Liquid metal reactions

Information under this section was compiled based on Ref 5.

Lithium/gas reactions

Liquid lithium reacts chemically with oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and
steam.

Two basic modes of contact between the liquid metal (LM) and gases can
exist, pool and spray. In the pool contact mode, the LM leaks or spills unto
the floor or other equipment, forming a LM pool in contact with some
atmosphere. The pool surface can be either calm or turbulent; the latter
promotes mixing between LM a.id gas and inhibits the build-up of any
protective reaction products on the LM surface that could reduce both the
transport of reacting species and the reaction severity. Hence a turbulent
pool appears to lead to more severe reactions than a calm pool.

In the spray contact mode, the leaking LM disperses as droplets as it falls.
This droplet spray will mix and react with the atmosphere. The spray
contact mode has higher surface area for reaction.

lithium-air reactions are very vigorous and hazardous. In normal humidity
air, a lithium pool spontaneously ignites for temperatures above 243 °C.
The ignition temperature in dry air is reportedly higher, about 630 °C.

The maximum observed temperature in the lithium pool during lithium-air
fires has been 1100 °C. Combustion takes place in the gas above the lithium
pool surface.

The maximum combustion zone temperature measured was 1260 °C.
Between 5-10 % of the reacted lithium becomes mobile as aerosols during
the pool reactions. Reaction products include L13O, LiOH, L13N and
U2CO3.

Lithiunvair tests have been fairly large in scale, 10 to 100 kg of lithium. No
dependence is seen of the maximum pool or reaction zone temperature on
the initial lithium temperature (above 243 °C) or spill size (above 10 kg).
Modelling indicates that larger spills are not expected to produce higher
temperatures.

The lithium air reaction is composed of the lithium-oxygen and the
lithium-nitrogen reactions.
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-302kJ/g-mole-U (at500°Q

I i + 1/6 N2 -» 1/3 U3N -69 kJ/g-mole-Li (at 500 °Q

Since the nitrogen reaction is less exothermic than the oxygen reaction, the
presence of nitrogen significantly dampens the lithium-air combined
reaction.

lithium-nitrogen tests have confirmed that the lithium-nitrogen reaction
produces significantly lower temperatures man lithium-air. The highest
observed pool temperature in lithium-nitrogen tests has been 960 °C, with
some reaction products at 980 °C Small-scale kinetic tests have shown that
the reaction can proceed up to 1128 °C

Some lithium-gas tests have been conducted in the spray mode of contact
The test period included the LM reacting as spray while falling and the LM
reacting as a pool as un-reacted spray accumulates on the vessel floor.
Spray tests with initial lithium spray temperatures > 650 °C do not mobilize
more lithium as aerosols than the pool tests.

Lithium will be activated as a result of its content of corrosion products and
other impurities.

Aerosol filtration tests show that filtration might be used passively with a
confinement building such that any radioactive aerosols would be filtered
before release to the environment Riters with large mass loading and
99+ % filtration efficiency appear possible.

Passive catch pan/fire suppression systems have ljeen tested successfully.
The approach is to place a pre-inerted suppression system below the level
of possible lithium spills. Then any spilled lithium corrodes through a
sacrificial cover and is channeled into funnels leading to catch pans.

17Li83Pb-gas reactions

Tests in air with up to 200 kg 17Li83Pb (the same volume as 10 kg lithium)
and spill temperatures to 714 °C show no temperature increase. The
reaction layer formed on the pool was found to consist mainly of lithium
oxides. Other tests have confirmed no ignition of 17Li83Pb through
1 050 °C. 17Li83Pb is not expected to ignite in air for 17Li83Pb tempera-
tures through 1 000 °C. However some aerosols have been observed at
700 °C and more would be expected at higher temperatures.

17Li83Pb-air or 17Li83Pb-nitrogen reactions do not appear capable of
causing significant temperature increases.
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Low chemical reactivity of 17Ii83Pb with air does not stem from thermo-
dynamic equilibrium limitations. The limitations apparently come from

1) the low amount of lithium in 17Li83Pb (0.68 % by mass)

2) ability of the lead to act as a heat sink

3) the lithium becoming depleted near the 17Li83Pb surface,
allowing lead to hinder further lithium diffusion to the surface

The 17Li83Pb-gas reactions do not appear to threaten facility integrity from
structural melting or high pressures.

17Li83Pb will contain activated corrosion products, impurities, and lead
constituent activation products. Relevant lead activation products in
17U83Pb include isotopes of mercury, thallium, lead, bismuth and
polonium. Overall per LM volume, the radioactivity induced in 17LJ83Pb is
about 1000 times more hazardous than mat in lithium.

Lithium-water reactions

In a test, steam at 320 °C was injected at a rate of 2.6 g/s into 10 kg lithium
at 580 °C. The test was stopped when lithium bulk temperature reached
about 980 °C at 510 seconds into the test Localized temperatures near the
lithium-steam interface were at least 100 °C higher. No free hydrogen gas
was observed because the hydrogen was bound as LiH; however if tem-
peratures had been allowed to rise much higher, the LiH would be expected
to decompose, thereby releasing hydrogen gas. The decomposition
temperature of LiH is given as 972 °C. Strong bonds form between lithium
metal and lithium hydride, thus higher temperatures are needed to release
hydrogen from mixtures of lithium metal and lithium hydride.

17Li83Pb-water reactions

In a test, steam at 335 °C was injected into 200 kg of 17Li83Pb at 500 °C
at a rate of 5 g/s for 325 seconds. 99.6 % of the lithium in the 17Li83Pb
reacted. The bulk 17Li83Pb temperature rose to 870 °C. Hydrogen gas was
released (in addition lithium and lead aerosols were collected, with peak
concentrations of 0.98 mg-Li/m3-gas and 2.54 mg-Pb/m3-gas.)

Two exothermic chemical reactions appear to be significant for the
lithium-water system:

Li+1/2H2 -* l/2Li2O+l/2H2 -157kJ/g-mol-Li a t25°C

I/2U2O+I/2H2O-> LiOH -69kJ/g-mol-Li a t25°C
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Modelling indicates that rapid pressurization (<1 ms) of 17Li83Pb is
expected when pressurized steam is allowed to contact The maximum
pressure is determined by the back pressure of the steam. Thus if pressur-
ized water coolant (typically IS MPa for power producing blankets) is
allowed to leak into a LM module, rapidly producing steam, a very rapid
pressurization of the LM chamber to 15 MPa is expected. The maximum
reaction zone temperatures expected are about 900 °C for 17 Li83Pb-steam
and up to 1500 °C for lithium-steam in the injection mode of contact

An important issue is the amount of hydrogen gas production. For lithium-
limited situations, like large-scale 17Li83Pb-water interaction, 0.5 rnole-
H2/mole-Li is produced This is equivalent to 4600 moles-H2/m3-17Li83Pb.

Per unit volume of LM, the lithium-water case is about an order of
magnitude worse, 36 000 moles-H2/m3-Li.

Steam injected into lithium reacts with lithium to produce LiH and Li2O,
but no gaseous hydrogen is produced until the lithium temperature exceeds
1000 °C. If the pressure on the lithium side of the pipe break reaches the
steam supply pressure prior to the lithium temperature exceeding 1000 °C,
then the steam flow stops and the system cools down. Otherwise, a sudden
release of hydrogen would be expected as lithium hydride decomposes to
produce pressures possibly in excess of the steam supply pressure.

2.6 Structural materials and design

From a safety point of view the hot, radioactive and chemically reactive
breeder material (liquid lithium lead/lithium) is (one of) the main sources of
concern. The material has to be isolated from the environment with a high
degree of probability. Therefore the design of the breeder containing
canisters is important

The heat flux and neutron radiation on the plasma facing surfaces are high.
The ITER-CDA has austenitic stainless steel with a protective layer of
carbon. The more advanced alternatives include other steels and vanadium
alloys protected by a surface layer of beryllium. Vanadium alloys may
permit higher heat flux but are not well known. The use of them would
require extensive testing in strong neutron radiation during long time
(several years).

The amount of construction material should be minimized to reduce
neutron losses and activation of the material. Current canister designs with-
stand only the hydrostatic pressure from the liquid breeder material. They
support each other side-wise in the poloidal direction. The plasma facing
surface is curved to improve the mechanical strength. The designer has to
take special requirements into account because of magnetical forces created
during transients in the magnetic field.
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The coolant tubes are vertical with inlet and outlet connected to feeders
above the top of the torus.

The design of the divertors is still more demanding than the design of the
breeding blanket But the amount of material involved is smaller and
safety-wise they may therefore be considered to be of less concern.

Figure 1 [Ref 5] shows the evolution of the vacuum vessel and in-vessel
syste-n from the CDA to EDA (May 1993). Figure 2 [Ref S] shows a
scheme and segment of a liquid metal FW/blanket

2.7 Coolant/breeder design options

Given several possible tritium producing materials, at least three different
coolants and several different construction materials, there are many
possible combinations among them. For this study five different com-
binations were selected by the NET-Team, see Table 1. Option V is similar
to ITER-CDA, but with a liquid breeder material, lead lithium alloy, instead
of a solid lithium ceramic and with FW coating with beryllium instead of
graphite. Option I is the most advanced combination with liquid lithium in a
directly cooled breeder i.e. where breeder and coolant are the same material
without separating coolant tubes.

For options D-V coolant pipes inside the liquid metal are assumed as
double-wall steel pipes.
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3 Licensing requirements

In this section safety features of the ITER plant with various cooling
options are discussed and compared with the ITER safety targets set up by
the European Fusion Programme Evaluation Board (EFPEB) and with
anticipated Swedish licensing requirements.

3.1 ITER safety targets

The safety targets related to severe accidents, as specified in Annex A, are:

o No need for evacuation of the public for all accidents which
might be driven by in-plant energies.

o No need for evacuation because of those accidents which are
due to conceivable ex-plant hazards.

o Accident safety should be based to the largest extent possible
on inherent and passive features and on physics not subject to
serious dispute.

These targets are the NET interpretation of the first "central point" of
EFPEB [Ref 3]:

o It must be clearly shown that the worst possible fusion
accident will constitute no major hazard to population outside
the plant perimeter that might result in evacuation.

In the ITER-CDA report "Iter Safety" [Ref 7] the safety target given above
is expressed in more quantitative terms as follows:

o A strong effort based on passive features should be made to
keep also those doses (from very low probability accidents)
below 100 mSv (10 rem), which are calculated under hypo-
thetical assumptions and do not take credit for confinement by
the buildings.

The same document [Ref 7] also summarizes the anticipated regulatory
requirements, in short, as follows:

o Public doses due to normal operation effluents should stay
below 0.1 mSv/year.

o Public doses calculated for any accident of regulatory concern
should stay below 100 mSv (from early exposure, which
means one week).
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o Average plant personnel doses should stay below
10 mSv/year.

The radiation dose levels which trigger evacuation of groups of the
population around the plant in case of an accident have been examined by
several bodies.

In a recent document [Ref 8] from the Swedish Radiation Protection
Institute (SSI) advice is given for intervention levels concerning protection
in case of nuclear accidents. This document also summarizes
recommendations from the IAEA and the ICRP. Recommendations
relevant to this study are given in Table 2.

In evaluating the dose reduction due to evacuation the positive effect on
radiation protection by keeping indoor' iall be taken into account

Food restrictions are relevant if the av age doses in a large population
group exceed 5 mSv during the first month, 5 mSv during the rest of the
first year and 1 mSv per year as an average figure during several years to
come.

Relocation will be considered in Sweden for doses in the range 5 - 5 0 mSv
during the first month. In the following, 10 mSv is taken as the non-
intervention level for relocation. Rough estimates of the radiation doses
after an accident show that the two criteria for evacuation and relocation
respectively correspond to about the same maximum allowable releases.
The reason for this is that the dose from inhalation and direct radiation from
the passing cloud must be considered when evaluating the dose to be
compared with the dose criterion for evacuation. This is not the case for
assessing the dose for relocation which is due mainly to external exposures
from ground contamination.

The 100 mSv figure (for early exposure during one week) given by ITER as
a non action level for evacuation is therefore compatible with current
Swedish and international expert opinion.

3.2 Safety Aspects of Tritium

General

The ITER-CDA total tritium inventory is 4.3 kg but a goal is now set at
1 kg according to Annex A. Tritium will be present in several systems in
different parts of the plant and it seems unlikely (impossible) that all tritium
could be released during an accident

Tritium could be released as water or as hydrogen gas. One kg of tritium
corresponds to approximately 10 MCi or 3.7101 7 Bq.
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There is much experience concerning radiation doses in the environment
due to releases of tritium. The experience is based on actual releases,
experiments and calculations.

A release of tritium in die form of water will give a 50-year effective dose
from early exposure (one week and no food consumption) to the maximum
exposed individual at 1 km of about 0.50 mSv per g of tritium released,
assuming worst case weather and release characteristics. In case of a
sudden tritium release, evacuation is not very effective while most of the
dose commitment will be due to inhalation and penetration through die skin
when the plume passes the exposed individual. This can be compared to
accident releases from a fission reactor where an important pan of die dose
contribution is due to exposure from ground contamination.

A release of tritium in die form of hydrogen gas gives lower doses, even
taking oxidation in die top soil o f the surrounding into account A fire may
however, quickly oxidize hydrogen to water. The maximum conceivable
release of tritium has currently been considered to be about 200 g. There is
only a few percent probability that such a release will give a radiation dose
of 100 mSv to a person standing outdoors at die distance of 1 km from die
plant In most cases the dose will be smaller due to better dispersion.

The radiation health effects from a total release of all die tritium inventory
is small compared to the release of a major part of the core inventory in a
fission reactor.

The contamination of land will be temporary and will disappear in die
orders of days. Food produced from die contaminated area will add to die
acute dose if the use is not restricted. This effect will increase the dose by a
factor of 2 -10, depending on die specific conditions. It can be prevented
by emergency planning and intervention. An intervention level set at 5 mSv
corresponds to release of 1 - 5 g of tritium in die form of water. The
probability for such an accidental release is given as lower than 1 0 2 per
year according to the FTER safety goals [Ref 7]which seems reasonable
from a Swedish point of view.

3.3 Safety Aspects of Activation Products

The most radioactive part in the plant will be die fint wall. There are
various options for the choice of material in the first wall of TER. One
alternative is stainless steel (316 SS). Calculations [Ref 7] have shown that
the release of 1 kg of steel dust will give an early dose of about 27 mSv to
die most exposed individual in die environment

Using these figures for calculation of acceptable releases will lead to con-
servative results. The dose will be reduced by a factor of 2- 3 due to
shielding from buildings. There is also a conservatism due to the fact that
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die calculation is valid for die most exposed individual at a distance of 1 km
from die plant while die evacuation criterion refers to a large population
group. For die Studsvik site in Sweden, we estimate die latter conservatism
to be of die order of len. On die other hand, various releases could add to
die total dose.

Taking diis into account die evacuation and relocation criteria will not be
exceeded if tin release will be below about 4 kg of activated steel dust
originating from die first walL For die alternative wirn vanadium alloy in die
first wall, die corresponding allowable release is set to 10 kg which is very
uncertain to us and merely reflects our perception that it falls into a range
of 1 to 10 times die figure for sicel. These figures are entered into Table 3
for use in die analyses of safety level of design options in section 4 below.

3.4 Anticipated licensing criteria in Sweden

General

There are two basic laws concerning the safety and licensing of nuclear
facilities and radiation protection. Both laws are applicable to ITER.

Sweden is operating 12 nuclear power plants and one nuclear research
reactor facility and die Swedish authorities and reactor owners have long
experience from licensing nuclear installations.

Many of die licensing requirements for fission reactors reflect die basic
design principles for these types of reactors as they have developed during
die last decades. To discuss anticipated licensing requirements for fusion
installations it is therefore necessary to look at die underlying fundamental
safety principles which govern the more specific requirements.

Work on safety fundamentals for nuclear installations has recently been
performed by IAEA and die result will soon be published [Ref 9]. Rep-
resentatives from die Swedish authorities took active part in preparation of
die document and die ideas expressed reflect die views of die Swedish
licensing authorities. It is therefore justified to use relevant fundamental
safety principles identified in this work as a basis for a discussion on
anticipated licensing requirements for a fusion installation in Sweden. The
quoted fundamental principles from die IAEA document is written in bold
face fond below.
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Safety Objectives

The general nuclear safety objective is formulated as follows:

"To protect individuals, society and the environment from harm by
and maintaining in nuclear installations effective defences

against radiological hazards."

This general safety objective is supported by two complementary objectives
dealing with radiation protection and technical aspects respectively.

The Radiation Protection Objective:

"To ensure that in all operational states radiation exposure within the
installation or due to any planned release of radioactive material from
the installation is kept below prescribed limits and as tow as
reasonably achievable, and to ensure mitigation of the extent of
radiological consequences due to accidents."

In Sweden, the Radiation Protection Institute (SSI) is the competent
authority for radiation protection and has the power to issue regulations in
»his area. Dose limits for individuals working with ionizing radiation is
given and should be feasible to comply with by ITER regardless of design
option. The regulations are close to the new ICRP recommendations. No
general requirement exists in Sweden on a limit for the average yearly dose
to personnel, but is in the order of 2 - 3 mSv for nur icar plant personnel.
The corresponding average dose for ITER should at least not be larger but
preferably less, say 2 mSv per year.

Major nuclear facilities in Sweden are required to have equipment installed
to prevent the normal release from die site to exceed a level corresponding
to 0.1 mSv/year for the critical group. This is in good agreement with the
ITER anticipated regulatory requirement It has to be observed, however,
mat the figure given includes all facilities at a site, which means that the
design value probably must be lower.

Swedish authorities are also concerned with the collective dose to the
population due to the normal operation of nuclear facilities. For nuclear
power plants the release should stay below a limit corresponding to
5 manSv/GWe per year. One can anticipate that the Swedish authorities will
require also for ITER some sort of restriction on the global collective dose
due to anticipated releases of radioactive material. It is therefore important
to estimate a realistic figure for this global dose for the ITER design.

There are no environmental dose limits for accident conditions given by the
Swedish authorities. However, after the TMI-2 accident special filters were
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required to be installed on existing nuclear power plants to vent the con-
tainment in case of an accident in order to reduce the risk for land con-
tamination. The core inventory of radioactivity (except noble gases) should
be retained to 99.9 % in the containment and filter in case of venting. For a
1 GWe LWR this means a maximum Cs-137 release of about 2-1014 Bq
which may give a ground contamination of 20 MBo/m2 at 1 km di stance,
for dry conditions and unfavourable dispersion. During the first week this
release is calculated to result in a dose commitment of 55 mSv to the most
exposed individual outdoors (including the contribution from inhalation).
For the first month the corresponding dose from ground deposition may
reach 10 mSv. This is below the upper limits requiring evacuation or
relocation.

The anticipated radiation protection philosophy for an ITER plant is
expected to be similar to that of present days nuclear power plants.

The Technical Safety Objective:

"To prevent with high confidence accidents in nuclear installations; to
ensure that, for all accidents taken into account in the design of the
installation, even those of very low probability, the radiological
consequences if any, would be minor, and to ensure that the likelihood
of accidents with serious radiological consequences is extremely
small."

The ITER safety target that accident safety should be based to the largest
extent possible on inherent and passive safety features is in harmony with
the technical safety objective above.

The ITER safety target that there shall be no need for evacuation for con-
ceivable accidents in ITER is in accordance with the objective that radio-
logical consequences would be minor. The Swedish policy for evaluating
the safety analysis in nuclear installations has been to evaluate the licensee's
analysis including plant specific assumptions, propagation paths,
calculation^ methods etc, rather than to prescribe fixed dose limits. It is
anticipated that a similar approach will be used for licensing a fusion
installation. Guidance concerning degree of conservatism in assumptions
etc can be found in the safety analysis of existing nuclear installations in
Sweden.

In addition to a deterministic safety analysis based on a number of design
basis accidents, the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate will require a pro-
babilistic safety analysis (PSA) including initiating events, possible accident
sequences and systems and barriers for retaining the activity.
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Akhough not specified as a licensing requirement, the PSA for fission
reactors in Sweden shall demonstrate that the probability for large in-plant
releases (core melt) is below 10~s per year and the corresponding
probability for large releases to the environment is below 10*7 per year.

Quality Assurance

" Appropriate quality assurance programmes shall be established and
imptrmcnlfd which extend throughout the life of the mstallation, from
design through

The 1TER project should include a quality assurance piugiaiiime which is
common practice for any large technical project

To optimize the efforts to design and build a safe plant, the various com-
ponents, systems and structures should be divided into different quality
classes depending on their importance to environmental safety. Such a
quality classification scheme should be developed also for ITER.

Human factors

"The capabilities and limitations of human performance shall be taken
into account at all stages in the management of safety".

Although accident safety is planned to rely largely on inherent and passive
features, the possibility of human errors in operating and maintaining the
plant should be recognized and reduced to the minimum achievable. This
means that human factors shall actively be considered during the design
phase and the methods used and the results obtained shall be presented for
review by the authorities.

She Selection

"The silt selection shall take into account local features which might
affect the safety of the installation, or be affected by the installation,
and the feasibility of carrying out emergency plans. All aspects shall be
evaluated for the project lifetime of the installation".

The choice of a site should be evaluated for man-made and natural factors
which could adversely affect the safety of the installation, as well as to the
effects the installation may have on the surrounding population and
environment Based on this analysis, site-related design basis events shall be
identified to be used in the design and safety analysis of the installation.

Although it is an ITER safety target to design the plant in such a way that
no evacuation will be needed for conceivable accidents, it would probably
be wise from a licensing point of view to choose a site in a relatively low
populated area, bearing in mind that the view of the necessity for
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evacuation plans has changed quite a lot during the last decade and a half,
and future changes can not be ruled out It is common practice in Sweden
to have emergency planning for nuclear as well as other industrial facilities
even if conceivable accidents may result only in moderate consequences.
Thus, the implementation of an emergency plan should not be seen as
contradictory to the "no evacuation'' criterion, but rather as an ultimate
defence-in-depth precaution.

barriers to prevft releases of radioactivity that could hart the
tares that might lead to

i of very low probability."

The first line of defence is to prevent disturbances and accidents to happen.
To meet this objective, the design should ensure that components, systems
and structures function with high reliability and that conservative rates and
criteria wim appropriate safety margins are used in die design process.

The second line of defence is to protect the installation should an opera-
tional disturbance or accident occur. This is done by utilizing inherent
safety features and to incorporate engineered safety features in the design.
Since engineered rystems may fail despite all careful precautions, it is a
basic design concept to provide backup features so that a function to
maintain a barrier against release of radioactivity is not disabled due to
limited failures. There is a number of established design principles to
achieve die goal of accident prevention wim nigh confidence, for example,
no single equipment failure or human action should disable any safety
function; die possibility of failures due to a commof. cause should be
reduced; Redundant systems should function independently from each
other; where practical fail safe concepts should be used which place the
installation in a safe state on failure of components or systems.

The third level of defence is mitigative. It includes structures and systems
that mitigate the environmental consequences were an accident to occur
and a barrier or barnen against release of radioactivity in-side the plant to
be breached. Examples of mitigative structures and systems are
containment structures and filter systems.

The defence in depth approach is common practice for nuclear installations
in Sweden and should also be incorporated in the ITER design and verified
in the license application.

The effectiveness of the engineered safety systems and the barnen to limit
the accident release will be checked by die probabilistic safety analysis
discussed above.
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"Technologies incorporated in a design shall be proven by experience
and testing."

For a research installation like ITER which is on the front line of current
knowledge many technical solutions and materials incorporated in the
design will lack or have very limited previous use. This must be
compensated for by extensive verification and test programmes for the
items in question and this is most likely to be a licensing requirement.

"A comprehensive safety analysis shall be assembled and an
independent review shall be carried out to confirm that the design of
the installation will fulfil the safety objectives."

In Sweden the accident analysis of a nuclear installation is based on a set of
design basis events which are analyzed from the initiating event up to the
consequences in die environment This is a sound licensing approach and
should also be adopted for ITER. However in the past, the border line
between accidents inside and outside design has changed. As an example, a
core melt in fission reactors was for a long time considered an accident
outside design but after the TMI-2 accident authorities in many countries
including Sweden require design measures to mitigate the environmental
consequences from a core melt

Based on this experience it would be wise to discuss even out of design
events for the ITER design. In these cases the estimate of the course of
events and their consequences can be less detailed.

Radioactive waste

"The generation of radioactive waste, both in activity and volume,
shall be kept to a minimum by appropriate design and through
optimum use of waste treatment system during operation. Waste
treatment shall take into account conditions for safe final disposal."

An anticipated licensing requirement is to estimate the amount of radio-
active nuclides generated as waste during operation and the amount of
radioactive material needed to dispose of during decommissioning. The
licensing application shall contain descriptions of methods to treat the waste
and means for final disposal.

Sweden has in operation a repository for low and medium active waste and
facilities for intermediate storage of high level waste as well as intermediate
storage for low, medium and long-lived active waste. The plans and
research activities for geological disposal of high active waste are in an
advanced stage.
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Special studies performed show that the final storage of the ITER
radioactive waste is compatible with the waste management system in
Sweden.

3.5 Conclusions

The radiological safety targets for accident conditions as formulated by
NET are in line with the anticipated Swedish licensing requirements in this
area. The targets pose demanding requirements on the design and con-
struction of ITER and the conclusions concerning environmental safety
must be supported by a safety analysis using both a deterministic and a
probabilistic approach.

The anticipated licensing requirements given in the document ITER-CDA
Safety [Ref 7] deal with normal operation as well as accident conditions.
These requirements are in agreement with anticipated Swedish licensing
requirements with the exception of the maximum average dose to plant
personnel. The given average value 10 mSv/year should be reduced, and a
design goal of about 2 mSv/year seems more reasonable.

The Swedish authorities have limited the calculated collective dose to the
population due to releases from normal operation of a nuclear installation.
A corresponding limit is anticipated for ITER and the collective dose due to
normal releases should be calculated.

Due to the large differences between the physical processes for fusion and
fission, the technical safety for ITER differs markedly from that of fission
reactors. The same safety fundamentals can, however, be applied for both
types of installations and an evaluation of fundamental safety requirements
as they are described in the IAEA document "Safety Fundamentals. The
Safety of Nuclear Installations" indicate no fundamental difficulties in
licensing ITER in Sweden.

Due to the large differences between ITER and existing nuclear installa-
tions, the requirements on safety analysis together with supporting
documents, like material test results, are expected to be extensive.
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4 Safety performance

4.1 Approach

According to the "Annex A" simplified safety approach we intend in this
chapter 4 to compare the levels of inherent and passive safety between the
design options.

Passive safety can be inventory based, mobility based and barrier based.

Summaries of our background information on inventories of tritium and
activation products in the five Design Options are given in Table 3.

4.2 Inventory based passive safety

In our estimates inventories of tritium are roughly the same in all options
and the activation of steel structures is only slightly stronger than that of
vanadium (a factor of two in CrSl).

Option V H2O3LiPb has first wall/blanket (MANET) steel structures. All
the other have vanadium V15Cr5Ti alloy first wall/blanket structures. All
options have beryllium first wall cladding.

The breeding material lithium-lead shows, as expected, a much stronger
activation than "pure" lithium. The LiPb breeder bla.ikcts of Options V and
IV contribute relatively speaking high amounts of nuclides like Pb204,
Pb203 and Po210 to the inventories of activation products. In particular
polonium is a dose dominant nuclide with lithium-lead. First we pose
ourselves the question whether any of the options can qualify as inventory
based passively safe. The answer is given in Table 3. Mobile tritium
inventories are a factor 2-5 from achieving inventory-based passive safety.
First wall inventories are too large to achieve inventory-based passive
safety. Vanadium alloy inventories are smaller but not very different from
steel.

4.3 Mobility based passive safety

Tritium in beryllium dust in the vacuum vessel is one of the most mobile
tritium inventories. Lacking data we assume it to be of the same order of
magnitude as that estimated for graphite armour [Ref 7].

All options have beryllium clad first walls. Mobilization of beryllium in itself
and its contents of mainly tritium will be important considerations in the
safety assessment of all die Options. We expect beryllium in itself together
with its contents of tritium will be totally mobilized in tiv, reaction between
beryllium and steam or air at beryllium temperatures above 600 °C [Ref 131
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in steam LOCA and/or air ingress events. Mobilization of beryllium and its
tritium contents in lithium or lithium-lead spill events or in-vessel lithium/air
files is at present unknown to us. Our main impression is that the tritium
contents in beryllium clad is small and that the toxicity of mobilized
beryllium oxide aerosols should be recognized in the safety assessment

Mobilization of tritium from lithiunrair flies we roughly assess as follows.
We assume 1 ppm tritium in lithium and that 20 tons lithium are burnt in a
lithium/air fire and also that 8 % of the burnt lithium is aerosolized. In this
way we estimate that 2-10*3 of the tritium inventory in lithium (see Table 3)
is mobilized.

In Table 3 can be seen what combined mobility and barrier escape factors
must be applied to the radioactive inventories in order to make them qualify
as passively safe. As an example mobilities for first wall steel activation
products have been estimated (at 10"5) in the ITER SAFETY [Ref 7] for
Design Option V H^LiPb. Our figure 5-10"3 in Table 3 is based on our
perception that steam/beryllium (or air) oxidation could cause additional
steel mobilization.

In [Ref 7] we also find tritium mobilities for inventories in the process
systems, for tritium in components like first wall and divertor, for tritium on
in-vessel surfaces, for tritium adsorbed to torus dust, for tritium in blanket
systems. Because of the different materials in the Design Options, the
results of [Ref 7] are not directly applicable to this study. We have made a
rough attempt at revising [Ref 7] results for application to Option V. It
indicates that doses, in our opinion, will be lower but not vastly different
from [Ref 7].

In summary, the first wall inventories can not achieve passive safety at the
levels of mobilities indicated in Table 3. The mobilization of first wall
inventories in postulated in-vessel lithium/air fires is at present unknown to
us. To provide estimates is beyond resources in this project.

4.4 Barrier based passive safety

"Guesstimated" mobilities have been indicated in Table 3 for the purpose of
arriving at a first idea of what escape fractions will be required to qualify a
barrier as passively safe.

As can be seen in Table 3, a combined mobility and barrier escape factor
must be achieved by the barrier vessel design for the respective option to
qualify as passively safe. For the first wall in this table, a barrier vessel
escape fraction below 2-10'2 should be achieved. This a modest
requirement on a good barrier vessel design.
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However, in order to avoid restrictions on land use, barrier escape tractions
should be further lowered by at least a factor of ten to ~10"3.

In the following sections we intend to discuss, based on indicated
mobilities, what requirements barriers should be capable of meeting in the
respective Option in terms of accident pressures and temperatures (from
e.g. coolant blowdown or a lithium/air fire) inside the barriers, and assess
the barrier escape fractions under those prevailing conditions.

We choose Option V H2O3 LiPb as the point of reference because we feel
better acquainted with the safety assessment of this option.

4.4.1 Option V H2O3LiPb (see Table 1, p 33)

Inventories and mobilities

The inventories of beryllium, tritium and activation products are given in
kilograms in Table 3.

For Option V H ^ L i P b we conceive of a barrier vessel as depicted in
Figure 3 [Ref 14]. The barrier escape fractions required, at the mobilities
indicated, to keep releases below those that give "allowable" early doses of
100 mSv are given in Table 3. In assessing those barrier escape fractions,
Option V passive safety features were credited according to Table 4.

In the LOCA cases with steam oxidation or air ingress, beryllium cladding
will oxidize. According to [Ref 13], less dense beryllium could oxidize
completely, generating a corresponding amount of hydrogen in the process.

Beryllium oxidation could mobilize part of the first wall materials. Tenta-
tively expected mobilities and required barrier escape fractions were dis-
cussed above and are given in Table 3. It appears that first wall potential
mobility requires the lowest barrier escape traction in Option V. The effect
of beryllium/steam or air oxidation on first wall mobilities is not available to
us in this study. We recommend future evaluation of this item.

Mobilities for the ITER-CDA were assessed in [Ref 7]. The passive safety
features credited in [Ref 7] were not then fully inventory and mobility based
passively safe, in the extreme case of all active safety systems and radio-
activity confinement failing.

However Option V assessed here is different (from Ref 7) while first wall
carbon tiles have been replaced by beryllium cladding and divertor tungsten
cladding has been replaced by beryllium.

Taking this into account, the releases and doses from tokamak dust will be
about the same. Release from LOCA steam or air oxidation of beryllium
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and first wall steel we expect will be small (because of perceived low wall
temperatures). Cooling water activated corrosion products we expect will
besmalL

In-blanket LOCA, lithium-lead spill and/or air ingress.

We assume for these events that die same description is valid for Option V
as given in Annex C for Option HL The essence of this description is that
the in-blanket LOCA will rupture its canister and that canister rupture will
propagate throughout all canisters on the same in- or out-board side. This
assumption is perhaps too pessimistic for Option V, where a "strong box"
canister design alternative is available [Ref 1].

Each blanket canister is served by two coolant loops whose in- and outlet
connections are located in close proximity at the canister top end. In-
blanket break of one coolant tube ruptures its canister and could also cause
break of tubes of the other coolant loop. In this way blowdown of two
coolant loops could occur from one canister rupture. Propagating cannister
rupture could cause blowdown of all eight coolant loops.

At this point we wish to explain that we do not intend to make any state-
ment as to whether canister rupture propagates or not in a real design. This
is simply because canisters are not designed yet We merely wish to indicate
the implications to barrier vessel design of postulated canister failure
propagation. Conversely, we indicate the importance to safety of non-
propagation.

As a result of the premised canister rupture a complete blowdown of all
eight 56 m3 coolant water loops could occur (Ref 14]. In this case the
transient pressure will rise to 3.2 bar in the 100 000 m3 barrier vessel
[Ref 18]. We assume that the barrier vessel will be designed to carry the
blowdown pressure transient (or otherwise the strong box canister option
should be chosen).

The simultaneous steam blowdown and spill of lithium-lead will cause
steam oxidation of lithium lead. We also postulate presence of air during or
as a result of this event as will be done below also for Option III according
to Annex C.

Our knowledge of lithium-lead reactions with steam or air stems mainly
from reading [Ref 5]. Our intention here is to arrive at a rough idea of the
mobilization of Pb204, Pb203, Po210, in the process.

According to HEDL and JRC-Ispra tests, ignition of lithium-lead in air is
not expected. However some aerosols are observed at 700 °C and more are
expected at higher temperatures. The highest aerosol concentration
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observed was O.OS mg Li/m3 and 1 mg Pb/m3. This observation indicates a
lead mobilization of less than 10"6 but i* is too vague to qualify for use here.

The reaction rate of lithium-lead with steam is low (n=0.05 mol/m2s)
[Ref 15] compared to other lithium lead alloys or lithium. We therefore
assume little mobilization (<10"*) of the lead or polonium nuclides in the
steam reaction.

Given the required barrier escape fraction of 2-10"2 (because of the first
wall steel), a mobility of 10*3 of the LiPb as aerosols can be tolerated
according to Table 3.

Conclusion

Judging from Table 3, Option V ^O^LiPb stands a good chance of
staying below die 100 mSv early dose for the accidents discussed.

For tritium this judgement can be based on the arguments of inventory and
mobility. For first wall steel at the mobilities indicated in Table 3 this
judgement is based on achieving a barrier escape fraction below 2-10"2.

4.4.2 Option IV He^HjOLiPb (see Table l , p 33)

For Inventory and Mobility see Table 3.

This Option IV will be similar to Option V as discussed above, but differs
in that the coolant is helium instead of water for the first wall and blanket
Comparing with Option III, the risk for helium coolant blowdown remains
but the fire hazard is much reduced using the Li-Pb breeder. The steam
oxidation of beryllium first wall clad will largely be avoided.

4.4.3 Option m Ht^Li (sec Table 1, p 33)

We see for Option in the need for a barrier vessel, see Figure 4, that
reliably separates lithium from air at all times. This need arises from the
perceived severe consequences of a lithium/air fire.

Our background for this discussion of Option m is given in Annex C.

For Inventory and Mobility see Table 3.
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Barrier

We conceive of the bairier as a vessel designed to be capable to stay leak-
tight for several days under design basis loads of 3 bar intemal pressure and
600 °C (at least temporary) intemal gas temperatures. The barrier forms a
(mainly) cylindrical vessel of height 40 m.; diameter 55 m and volume
100 000 m\

The barrier serves four purposes:

1 to provide safe storage of lithium inventory in an inerted vault
inside the bairier in retracted position during maintenance
periods.

2 to preclude lithium escape to the outside.

3 to preclude undue air ingress inside.

4 to preclude leakage of tritium and activation products to the
environment as a result of a lithium air fire that is postulated
to occur in air inside the barrier despite its purpose to
preclude air ingress.

The barrier will move between one extended position during operation and
one retracted position during maintenance periods. The retracted position
allows air inside the removed barrier to ease operation and maintenance
crews access to the machinery for maintenance, service, repair and overhaul
operations (see Figure 4). The extended position precludes lithium/air fires
during operation and encloses i.a. the vacuum and cryostat vessels, the
upper and lower ring headers, the pump and lithium equipment rooms.

Outside the barrier, on top of the vessel, is the heat exchanger between the
primary helium coolant and the intermediate water coolant circuit, which
rejects heat to the ultimate sink, the sea water.

On occasions air must be allowed inside this barrier for ease of maintenance
and repair operations. On such occasions lithium should be drained to safe
storage separated from air. (see Figure 4). We therefore find reasons to
discuss a postulated lithium fire inside the barrier vessel, were lithium to be
spilled during maintenance periods.

A large lithium air fire could according to [Ref 5] raise pressure and
temperature inside the barrier vessel to 3 bar and 600 °C respectively.
Further discussion is given in Annex C

Were this lithium/air fire to occur as a result of complete helium coolant
blowdown [Ref 16], pressures and temperatures could rise to approach
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8 bar and 600 °C respectively, as further discussed in Annex C. We think it
may be possible but cosdy and beyond present day technology to design the
barrier vessel to carry these loads.

Alternatively, arguments must be presented (and accepted in the licensing
proceedings) that simultaneous complete helium blowdown and lithium air
fire need not be included in the barrier vessel design basis.

A barrier pressurized by (in contrast to e.g. steam) noncondensable helium
will stay pressurized. Even if the excess fire temperature could be lowered
by active cooling (passive cooling we feel would be to slow) a pressure
differential (of up to 1.6 bar) relative to the atmosphere would remain to
drive leakage to die outside of the barrier.

The goal for accident management activities should be to remove this
pressure differential to halt leakage.

We expect the pressure relief operation will entail some form of filtering of
relieved gases. The vent filter concept could also be applied to alleviate
barrier vessel design temperature and pressure requirements. Further
discussion of filtered vent relief arrangements is beyond resources in this
project

Conclusion

We see for Option in the need for a barrier vessel that reliably separates
lithium from air at all times. This barrier is needed as much to keep air out
as to keep radioactivity in. The radioactivity to be kept in is mainly first
wall vanadium activation products. A large in-vessel lithium/air fire could
mobilize first wall materials. This issue is common to all the lithium breeder
options.

4.4.4 Option n He*H2OU (see Table 1, p 33)

This option violates the basic safety consideration to exclude water from a
machine holding lithium.

4.4.5 Option I LiNaK2Li (see Table 1, p 33)

Option I is similar to option III -vith respect to use of lithium for breeding.
Lithium is circulated for cooling of the blanket and first wall, which
requires the heat exchangers to be included inside the barrier vessel.

For Inventory and Mobility see Table 3.
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Barrier

This option will need the same barrier as Option ID in the sense that a
barrier between lithium and air should be established. The air intrusion and
lithium fire events will be the same or worse compared to Option III. The
difference is the absence of helium gas for coolant. The barrier will, with
respect to the postulated air ingress and lithium air fire, have to carry (at
kast temporarily) loads of 3 bar pressure and 600 °C temperature.

4.4.6 Internal energies - barrier design

We are aware that at least four sources of heat and matter, in addition to
coolant blowdown discussed for each option, should be considered in
barrier design (see also Annex C, page C.7):

1 Residual heat integral
We estimate it to be of the order of 1 TJ.

2 Chemical energy, comes mainly from lithium/air fires
Complete reaction of the air in a 100 000 m3 vessel contributes
- from complete oxygen reaction 1.1 TJ
- from complete nitrogen reaction 1.5 TJ [Ref K Shen]

3 The residual heat could transfer the liquid helium in the
magnets to gaseous form. To the barrier could be added large
amounts of helium.

4 The magnet system large energy inventory could potentially
initiate accidents. Safety assessments [Ref 7] suggest this is
not possible

4.5 Safety level

Conclusion

We find little difference between the options with respect to the require-
ment on the barrier vessel to provide for small release fractions, see
Table 3. The required barrier escape fraction mainly relates to first wall
activation products. In our estimates the difference between steel and
vanadium first wall is not very marked.

We find, in conclusion, no pronounced difference in safety level between
the options, regarding inventories and mobilities, on the basis of data
available to this study.
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The option V barrier vessel appears to us to be achievable within the stats
of the ait of present day technology. It will also benefit from ongoing
improvements of passive safety features of this technology.

The Option HI barrier vessel is needed as much to keep air out as to keep
radioactivity in. It represents to us a step beyond present day fission reactor
containment technology. Nevertheless we offer perceptions reported here
as a contribution towards further discussion of barrier vessel /vent filter
design requirements for Option ID.

It should be added that, according to latest available information [Ref 19]
on purification of liquid lithium from tritium, a process system for this task
requires a considerable development effort and will present a number of
serious safety concerns. It is our opinion that the development and
qualification of such a system goes beyond the resources and time schedule
of the HER EDA. Such a system would add to the complexity of fusion
and might lead to increasing doubts from regulatory authorities and the
public over the prospects for fusion power.
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5 Licensability

Lkensability is closely knit to barrier design.

In 4.2 and 4.3 above we discussed what combined mobility and barrier
escape tractions are needed to meet an anticipated licensing requirement
mat early doses from releases should stay below 100 mSv.

In 4.4 above we discussed the barrier design basis and the barrier vessel
capability to keep releases below allowable escape fractions.

We have within the resources of mis study, according to "Annex A", tried
to look into in-blanket pipe ruptures and postulated lithium air fires as
candidate barrier design basis events, in particular for options V and ID.

We have found that there are for both options difficulties with respect to
the blanket canisters capability to carry coolant blow down pressure loads.

The resulting Option V lithium lead reaction with air inside the barrier
appears to us more amenable to barrier vessel design solutions than the
corresponding lithium air fire in Option in.

A license application to build ITER in Sweden will be examined on the
basis of the ability of the applicant to demonstrate the technical and safety
merits of the proposed design relative to the licensing criteria.

We would therefore base our judgement on the licensability of the ITER
cooling/breeder options on three main considerations:

i) Licensing requirements

We find that the radiological safety targets formulated by the NET-Team
are consistent with anticipated Swedish licensing requirements. The
requirements as such are well tuned to international requirements and
present no fundamental problems to license ITER in Sweden. In a separate
study in 1992 [Ref 20] for the EC ITER Licensing Working Group it was
reported that Sweden has a straight-forward licensing legal framework.
Due to ITER's first-of-a-kind nature, however, the requirements on safety
analysis and supporting verification are expected to be extensive.

ii) Safety level

We find, while differences in safety level of the design options can be
identified, there is today insufficient basis to compare the safety levels with
a reasonable degree of confidence. Thus, it is presently not possible to
establish or rule out any of the options as licensable in Sweden. Thi «tudy
indicates that Option V and possibly Option IV are potentially licen»able in
Sweden.
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iu) Technical feasibility

Ultimately, the licensability of a design is xlated to the applicants iwnnical
ability to provide a design that convincingly meets the licensing require-
ments-Given the complexity of the con^tetelTER plant as a whok and of
its intended operation, it would seem wise to choose the cooling/breeder
option that offers the best experience base and thus presents the least
demanding engineering and verification challenges to obtain a license. This
argument may be invalid if it can be dearly shown mat the more advanced
design options offer a decidedly higher safety level and mat the necessary
qualification of new materials and designs can be expected to be successful
within the over-all time schedule and budget for the ITER-EDA.

It may be that also a water-cooled, steel based machine presents demanding
safety challenges. Even though steel as structural material may have limited
long-term value to fusion power, we think that it may be a reasonable
approach to use steel/water in ITER and develop the advanced concepts in
parallel, using the mission of ITER to the degree possible as a test-bed for
the new technology.

Some anticipated licensing issues related to passive safety in severe
accidents will be:

o blanket canisters capability (or need for such capability) to
carry in-blanket pipe rupture coolant blowdown loads

o barrier vessels capability to carry the pressure and temperature
loads resulting from pressurized coolant blöwdown and
blanket material reactions with air

o the need to require the barrier vessel to carry the latter two
loads in combination (in-blanket coolant blowdown leading to
lithium/air or lithium-lead/air fire in an air filled barrier vessel).

The vacuum vessel itself and its internal components, like the blanket
canisters and the divertor structures,as well as the barrier vessel will have to
be classified as safety grade components.

We recommend that research and development efforts be started early to
provide knowledge in support of answers to the above anticipated licensing
issues.

Beryllium as cladding on the first wall is present in all of the options.
Beryllium is very toxic but little radioactive. A check should be made
whether beryllium could escape to the atmosphere in amounts detrimental
to the health and safety of the public.
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We refer to the Executive Summary of this report for the final discussion of
safety level and lkcnsability of the five design options as well as our
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Tablet
ITER coolant/breeder design options.

Option Coolant Breeder Comments

I First wall/Blanket Li I i Self-cooled
Divertor NaK
Vacuum vessel NaK

II First wall/Blanket He Li Tube in pool
Divertor He
Vacuum vessel H2O

m First wall/Blanket He Li Tube in pool
Divertor He
Vacuum vessel He

IV First wall/Blanket He LiPb Tube in pool
Divertor He
Vacuum vessel H2O

V First wall/Blanket H2O LiPb Tube in pool
Divertor H2O
Vacuum vessel H2O
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Table 2
Intervention levels.

Action Intervention level, i.e. averted dose due to the intervention

SSI IAEA ICRP

Evacuation1

Relocation2

transfer
- retransfer

3-30mSv/24h 10mSv/24h

5-50 mSv/month3 30 mSv/month3

3-30 mSv/month 10 mSv/month

50-500 mSv/week

5-15 mSv/month
5-15 mSv/month

Dose commitment from external radiation and inhalation.
Dose commitment from external radiation from ground contamination.
The first month after the accident.
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Table 3
Inventories, mobilities and barrier escape fractions required to keep early doses from releases below 100 mSv.

Inventories Option V Option IV Option HI Option II Option I Mobility "Allowable" release, kg at Required barrier
fraction 100 mSv, 100 mSv, escape fraction at

H2O
3LiPb tfHjOLiPb He3 Li tfHjOLi LiNaK2Li early dose ingestion early dose <100 mSv

oo

Tritium, total kg

Tritium, mobile, (misc.) kg

Tritium in Be dust
kg

kg

kg

uitorus.
Tritium in 5 mm
Be FW clad.

Tritium in breeding
material

4

0.4

I

4

0.4

1

4

0.4

1

4

0.4

1

4

0.4

1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.02 <0.5

<0.2

5 mm Be in FW
clad. 11000 11000 11000 11000 11000

Structural materials
First 5 mm of wall.

Integral canister.

kg

kg

kg

kg

Steel
48 000

Steel
300 000

V15Cr5Ti
36 000

V15Cr5Ti
230000

V15Cr5Ti
36 000

V15Cr5Ti
230 000

V15Cr5Ti
36 000

V15Cr5Ti
230 000

VISCrSTi
36000

V15Cr5Ti
230 000

5-10"3

e>10

04

10

4

<0.4

oo

4

Breeding materials
kg

kg

Li
800000

Li
800000

Li
>800 000

LiPb
1.5 107

LiPb
1.5 107 <10"3 d)<300 <0.2 <2 10-2

Cooland fluids
Helium,
Water,

kg
kg

28 000 28 000 28 000
Li (see above)

315 000

a) Of 800 000 kg Li, 20 000 kg are burnt and 8 % become aerosols = 2 10"3.
c) For option V.
e) From study. Section 3.

b) What happens in Li/air fire inside the vacuum vessel?
d) Depending on bismuth impurity in lead [Ref 17].
0 From study Section 3.
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Table 4
Passive safety features credited to ITER design options.

Option Passive safety feature

I, n, m Incited banier vessel precludes Li/air fire

I, n , m Barrier vessel carry 3 bar, 600 °C in postulated Li/air fire

All Banier vessel will leak less than one per cent by mass of gasbome
aerosols during postulated events

in Barrier vessel carry up to 8 bar, 600 °C in simultaneous helium
blowdown and Li/air fire

AU Air in ventilation zone surrounding barrier vessel is circulated in a
closed circuit

AH Passive, rapid (1 sec) means to shut down plasma burn during LOFA,
LOCA to prevent damage to in-vessel components

All At least dual independent coolant supply for plasma facing component
capacity to survive break or blockage of coolant headers

All Reduced tritium inventory in processing systems is credited for
increased burn fractions (exceeding 2.6 %)

All Means to reduce vacuum vessel inventory of tritium impregnated
beryllium dust sputtered from first wall on plasma discharges
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osa

Figure 1
Evolution of ITER from CDA (90) to EDA (93).
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PLANVIEU SECTION CF 7. 5 CECPEE
INBCfiPD BLANKET SEQUENT

WITH 4 ELEMENTS PEP SERENT
Figure 2
HER First Wall Blanket - Scheme and Segment.
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Figure 3
General arrangement of major equipment
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Extended
100 000 m3 (He or air)

Ooaed
air
recircul<Hon

Banner between * jpiiiim and air with two

V////A during mainte

Figure 4
Barrier between lithium and air. Schematic drawing.
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Lithium pool temperature vs. time

Spill area = 965 m 2

Containment volume = 250,800 m^
Initial lithium emperature = 500*C
Initial spill size of lithium varies
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1600

Combustion zone temperature vs. time

Spill area = 965 m 2

Containment volume = 250,800 m3

Initial lithium temperature = 500*C
Initial spill size of lithium varies
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Figure 5

Effect of lithium spill mass on lithium pool and combustion zone
temperatures (from Ref 5)
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Gas temperature vs. time

Spill area = 965 m 2

Containment volume = 250,800 wr
Initial lithium temperature = 500*C
Initial spill size of lithium varies
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Figure 6

Effect of lithium spill mass on cell gas temperature and pressure (from Ref S)
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DRAFT

Annex A

Annex A. 1

3.6.93
revision 3

Technical specification for a NET study contract on

"Impact of ITER liquid metal design options on safety level and
licensing in Sweden"

7. Objective

Identification of critical issues for licensing of ITER design using liquid
metals as coolant and/or breeder material.

Emphasis to be put on accidents. Decommissioning and waste disposal issues
to be commented only if relevant differences result from the design options.

2. Background

2.1 General

Inside ITER-EDA different coolant media and structural materials are under
discussion for first wall, blanket, divertor and vacuum vessel [1], [2]. There is a
preference of the ITER director for liquid lithium as breeder material and coolant
medium, for first wall and blanket, with vanadium alloys as structural material. Inside
the EC Fusion Programme, however, liquid lithium has been excluded as coolant and
breeder material due to its potential chemical reaction hazards.

The ITER Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) at its 2nd meeting expressed
its concern about liquid lithium as coolants [7]. The ITER Council (IC) in taking note
of the TAC report [7] invites the ITER Director to consider (i) a solution which is
compatible with the available experience, e.g. use of low temperature, medium
pressure water cooled steel and (ii) a solution using advanced materials, and to report
at the next TAC meeting [8].

To qualify from the EC point of view the ITER-EDA options presently under
discussion, assessment of these options is needed from the licensing point of view in
due time to provide information prior to the next TAC meeting (September 1993),
especially in the light of the following criteria:

compatibility with national licensing requirements,
compatibility with the safety related recommendations of the European Fusion
Programme Evaluation Board (FPBE) [3],
compatibility with the ITER terms of reference [4],
compatibility with the ITER time scale for licensing [1].
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Annex A.2

revision of 21.6.93. page 2 of Amex A of sody contract Impact of HER Liquid Metal.

2.2 Simplified safety approach:

To date no concise safety approach for ITER-EDA is available. To enable
comparison of design options in the frame of this study, however, a simplified safety
approach should be used, which results in the following safety targets:

1. No need for evacuation of the public for all accidents which might be driven
by iii-plant energies.
2. No need for evacuation because of those accidents which are due to the
conceivable ex-plant hazards, (including earthquake, aircraft impact, extreme
meteorological impact, flood, large scale ex-plant explosion).
3. Accident safety should be based to the largest extend possible on inherent
and passive features and on physics not subject to serious dispute.

This approach is an interpretation of the first "central point" of the FPBE[3]:

"It must be clearly shown that the worst possible fusion accident will constitute no
major hazard to populations outside the plant perimeter that might result in
evacuation."

2.3 ITER design options to be assessed:

Information on design options and operating conditions for ITER-EDA is very
limited at present, and is subject to continuous modification. As a starting point, the
following options have to be compared:

Option

I

II

in

IV

V

First wall/Blanket
Divertor
Vacuum vessel

•
First wall/Blanket
Divertor
Vacuum vessel

First wall/Blanket
Divertor
Vacuum vessel

First wall/Blanket
Divertor
Vacuum vessel

First wall/Blanket
Divertor
Vacuum vessel

ww sturapp/9335anxa ea

coolant

Li
NaK
NaK

He
He
H2O

He
He
He

He
He
H2O

H2O
H2O
H2O

breeder

Li

Li

Li

LiPb

LiPb

comments

self-cooled

tube in pool

tube in pool

tube in pool

tube in pool
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Plasma facing components (first wall, divertor) are expected to be covered
with beryllium (5mm coating).

Coolant pipes inside the liquid metal are assumed as double-wall steel pipes.

For options I to IV vanadium alloys are proposed as structural material for
first wall/blanket boxes, for the "conservative" option V steel (AISI316 or MANET)
has been assumed.

The liquid lithium options (I to ID) to be investigated are briefly characterised
in the ITER Preliminary Design Report [1] presented by the ITER Director to the
TAC, and in handouts [5], [6] of and Summary Report [2] on the Technical Meeting
on Blanket/First Wall Design, Coolant, Structural Materials and Integration with
Vacuum Vessel held at Garching March 31 - April 9.

The only information to date available for option IV is the table "Main JCT
Options for FW, W and Blanket" in ref. [2].

The water cooled lithium lead option V [9] to be investigated is based on the
EC blanket proposed for DEMO by CEA [10]. Main differences to the DEMO
blanket are the lower water pressure and water outlet temperature (10 MPa/300 C as
compared to 15.5 MPa/325 C), in order to have a larger margin for power excursions,
and a double-walled cooling tube system.

3. Scope of the work

3.1 Assessment bv comparison with safety approaches

3.1.1 Assessment of the ITER design options described above by comparison with
the simplified safety approach.

3.1.2 Assessment of the ITER design options described above by comparison with
the national regulatory requirements to be applied to future ITER licensing. If
not yet existing, assessment by comparison with national regulatory
requirements for Light Water Reactors and/or Fast Breeder Reactors, as
appropriate.

3.2 Characterisation of the safety level

The safety levels for the design options described above will be qualified by
comparing the levels of inherent and passive safety. The "line of defence" method
may be used as an adequate tool to show the differences.

Active and passive safety systems required to meet the safety targets should
be briefly described.

The safety levels should be assessed for the following accident sequences:

3.2.1 Pool fire and its impact on surrounding structures, assuming all lithium be
drained into a pan, inertisation not in operation.

3.2.2 Pool fire and its impact on surrounding structures, assuming all lithium be
drained into a pan, with inertisation.
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3.2.3 Spray fire and its impact on surrounding structures, starting from a pipe
break, inertisation not in operation.

3.2.4 Spray fire and its impact on surrounding structures, starting from a pipe
break, with inertisation.

3.2.5 Leak in liquid metal/water heat exchanger.

3.2.6 Loss of coolant accident inside the vacuum vessel.

3.2.7 Loss of coolant accident outside the vacuum vessel.

The identification of further relevant accident sequences belongs to the scope
of the work.

3.3 Critical licensing issues

For the design options described above the critical issues for licensing will be
identified, sample questions are:

3.3.1 Which are the most important accident sequences to be analysed in more
detail in the future?

3.3.2 Which analyses are needed to demonstrate that (anticipated) regulatory
requirements can be met?

3.3.3 Which safety classes are requested/recommended for the most important
components/systems?

3.4 Identification of R+D required prior to licensing

3.4.1 Identification of R+D required prior to licensing, to meet national regulatory
licensing requirements.

3.4.2 Indication of the time scale for this R+D, based on national experience for
similar issues, (e.g. qualification of vanadium alloys).

4. Reports and time schedule

Reports Due

Detailed table of contents for final report: 18 June 1993

Intermediate version of draft final report: 2 July 1993

Draft final report to be in hands of NET: not later than 12 July 1993

Presentation of draft final report: 13 July 1993, Garching

Final report to be in hands of NET not later than 19 July 1993

Update of final report 20 August 1993
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Contents of final report

The following items of chapter 3: all

5. Information provided by NET

The following notes and reports containing most recent or still relevant
information can be made available by NET, if necessary.

Liquid lithium properties

[4-1] C. Wu: Lithium as liquid breeding material, note of 26.4.93.
[4-2] S. Malang: Use of liquid metals as coolant for ITER, note of 8.3.93
[4-3] W. Gulden: Safety issues of liquid metal cooling, note of 20.3.93
[4-4] F. Moons: List of publications by SEK-CEN, Fax of 13.5.93
[4-5] J Dekeyser: Safety aspects of liquid lithium, Technical note October 1983

Tritium is highly soluble in liquid lithium. Therefore its driving pressure to
assist in recovery from Li is small. The acceptable concentration in liquid lithium is
very small (the order of 1 ppm) in order to permit ITER to meet its overall ITER
tritium inventory target of 1 kg. There is no satisfactory process design available on
which to assess R&D needs for ITER. Previous processes are either too complex or
unable to extract tritium to the necessary low levels. (P. Dinner, Personal
communication to W. Gulden, 10.5.93):
[4-6] H. Ihle and C. Wu: Rayleigh Distillation Experiments with Respect to the

Separation of Deuterium from Dilute Solutions in Lithium, The Journal of
Physical Chemistry, Vol. 79, No. 22,1975,2386-2388.

Comparison of liquid metals, water, helium and others

[4-7] D. Petti, D. Holland, S. Piet, K McCarthy, and L. Cadwallader: Key Safety
Issues Related to Coolant Selection for ITER,ITER/93/EN/SA-2, February
1993, ("INEL white paper").

[4-8] F. Mazille: Comments about INEL note "Coolant Choice for ITER",
TA/DI/SEPS/93-271 - CA 996,25 March 1993.

Comparison of lithium and lithium lead:

[4-9] S. Piet et al.: Liquid Metal Chemical Reaction Safety in Fusion Facilities,
Fusion Engineering and Design 5 (1987) 273-298.

[4-10] H. Kottowski et al.: Studies with Respect to Estimation of Liquid Metal
Blanket Safety, Fusion Engineering and Design 14 (1991) 445-458.

[4-11] L. Giancarli et al.: Water-Cooled Pb-17Li DEMO Blankets: Preliminary
Assessment of the Thermo-Mechanical Behaviour during a Loss-Of-Coolant
Accident, CEA Rapport DMT 92/551, SERMA/BP/1430, November 1992.

[4-12] H. Klippel: Numerical Analysis of the Dynamic Response of Water-Cooled
Liquid LiPb Blankets to Coolant Tube Ruptures, Journal Nuclear Engineering
and Design,/Fusion 3,1986,345-361.
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[4-13] H. Klippel: Analysis of Thermal-Hydraulic Transients of the Water-Cooled
Eutectic LiPb Blanket of NET, ECN-87-132, September 1987, to be published
in Journal of Fusion Engineering and Design.

[4-14] H. Klippel: Dynamic response of water-cooled INTOR/NET blankets after
coolant tube rupture, 8th SMIRT conference, 1985.

Safety issues for water as coolant medium:

[4-15] Presentation by W. Gulden "Safety Issues of Water Cooling" at the Technical
Meeting on Blanket/First Wall Design, Coolant, Structural Materials and
Integration with Vacuum Vessel, Garching, March 31 - April 9.

and the references therein.

Comparison of water and helium:

[4-16] M. Iseli, H.-W. Bands: Design and Safety Criteria for Reactor Relevant Heat
Transport Systems, 17th SOFT, Rome, September 14-18,1992.

References listed in section 6 "References"
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General description of ITER

B.1 Introduction.

If hydrogen isotopes are heated they may react with each other, fuse into
helium and release energy. The required reaction temperature is very high.
Least demanding is the reaction between the heavy isotopes deuterium and
tritium, but still temperatures of about 108 K are required. At that tem-
perature the nuclei are completely ionized and form an electrically con-
ducting plasma. The particles in the hot plasma collide with each other with
such an intensity that nuclear fusion can take place.

Deuterium is relatively abundant in nature but tritium has to be produced
for the fuel supply. That can be done if lithium is radiated with neutrons.
Neutrons from the fusion reaction can be used to produce sufficient
amounts of tritium.

The required high reaction temperature for fusion creates technical
problems; no known material can withstand temperatures at 108 K and
above. The electromagnetical features of the hot plasma make it feasible to
design a "magnetic flask" for its containment

A technical device called tokarnak (after an early Russian machine) has
been selected for several experimental fusion reactors including ITER.

The tokarnak is a torus-shaped vessel. It is surrounded by electrical
windings in both directions i.e. around the small diameter of the torus and
around the large diameter. Still another magnetic field is created by a strong
circulating current through the plasma. The resulting magnetic field
separates the plasma from the metallic walls in the torus.

The reacting gases have to be very clean and at a low density. They have to
be heated by external sources to the reaction temperature.

The demanding physical requirements for a "self burning" plasma i.e. a
plasma which can burn during long time periods without external heat
supply is a great challenge for engineering sciences. Production of useful
power from a fusion reactor is still more technically demanding.

To reach high production of tritium, lithium is placed close to the neutron
producing plasma in a so-called blanket

The requirement for an extended fusion bum with the possibility of
steady-state operation necessitates the use of superconducting magnets.

The requirement for heating and long bum operation mandates a powerful
plasma current drive and heating scheme.

Maintenance requirements, access requirements for the heating and current
drive systems, for insertion of nuclear testing modules and for exhaust of
D-T and helium establish the device layout
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B.2 The ITER Tokamak Device, Auxiliary Systems
and Facility

B.2.1 The ITER Plant

The equipment necessary to conduct the ITER operation and research
programs is divided into three categories.

1) the Tokamak Reactor Device, where the D-T plasma fuel is
confined and where the fusion reaction takes place

2) the Auxiliary Systems, which support operation of the
tokamak device and initiate and control the fusion reaction

3) the Facility, in which the tokamak and auxiliary systems are
assembled, operated and, as required, maintained and repaired

B.2.2 Tokamak device

The ITER tokamak device is the fusion reactor core within which the high
temperature plasma used to produce thermonuclear power is confined. The
key components of this reactor core are a primary torus vacuum vessel, and
superconducting toroidal field (TF) and poloidal field (PF) magnet systems.

These systems are in turn located within an evacuated cryostat, or
secondary vacuum vessel, that allows the TF and PF magnet systems and
their supporting mecharuVal structure to be cooled to liquid-helium tem-
peratures, 4.5 K. At these temperatures, the magnet windings are capable
of producing the intense magnetic fields (about 5 Tesla) on the plasma axis
needed for stable confinement of the plasma.

Four major in-vessel systems needed for plasma operation are all enclosed
within the torus vacuum vessel:

1) in-vessel nuclear shielding

2) tritium breeding modules

3) the plasma-facing first wall

4) the plasma divertor plates

The torus vessel establishes the high-vacuum conditions needed by the
plasma and is also the primary containment for the gaseous D-T fuel from
which the plasma is formed.

In the plasma confinement region, the low-density (about 10*7 atmosphere)
D-T fuel, initially injected in gaseous form, is ionized and heated to
temperatures of up to about 108 K (10 keV).
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Under these conditions, a self-sustaining fusion reaction begins, in which
the fusion energy produced is sufficient to maintain the plasma temperature.

The plasma pressure and energy are confined by a magnetic field produced
by the combination of the magnetic fields from the TF and PF magnets and
from a current flowing in the plasma. This latter current, initially induced in
the plasma by the PF magnet systems, is subsequently sustained and
controlled with the assistance of the plasma heating and current drive
systems described below.

Under typical operation conditions, the plasma produces approximately
1000-2000 MW of fusion power, 80 % in high-energy neutrons, and 20 %
in alpha particles (high-energy helium ions).

The alpha-particle heat is absorbed by the plasma, sustaining its tempera-
ture, and ultimately flows to the plasma boundary. Here it flows, in pa/t, to
the divertor plates, located at the bottom of the torus vessel, and, in part,
radiates to the first-wall, which is formed by the plasma-facing surfaces of
the blanket/shield modules.

The neutron power produced by the plasma is absorbed by the in-vessel
nuclear shield and tritium-breeding blanket modules.

The breeding modules contain lithium, and the neutrons absorbed in the
lithium breed tritium that is ultimately recovered and used to fuel the
plasma. Lead or bismuth can be used for neutron multiplication in order to
enhance the tritium production.

The in-vessel shield and breeding modules attenuate the neutron and
gamma radiation flux reaching the TF and PF coils and ensure that these
critical components remain at the low temperatures required for their
operation.

B.2.3 Auxiliary Systems

The tokamak device requires several auxiliary systems to support its
operation. Some of these systems provide direct support needed to initiate
and sustain the fusion reaction in the plasma. Other systems provide
diagnostic data for control and study of the reacting plasma, and a means
for servicing components within the torus between plasma operation
periods.

Some of the auxiliary systems contribute to heating the plasma to thermo-
nuclear temperatures and sustaining or controlling the toroidal plasma
current that is essential for tokamak operation.
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Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) modules provide the majority of the plasma
heating and current drive power. Based on negative-ion sources, each
negative-ion beamline modute produces up to 10 MW of energetic neutral
deuterium and/or hydrogen atoms with energies of up to 1.3 MeV. These
energetic atoms, injected through tangential access ports into the torus,
heat the plasma to fusion temperatures, control the burn, and in addition
drive part of the plasma current

The heating and current drive power provided by the NBI modules is
supplemented by two radio-frequency (rf) systems: a SO MW, 5G Hz iower
hybrid (LH) system, and a 20 MW, 120 GHz electron cyclotron (EC)
system.

These systems, which occupy radial ports at the torus midplane, use
specialized antenna structures or wave guides to launch rf waves into the
plasma. The LH waves are directed to drive current in the plasma edge, and
also contribute to the overall plasma heating. The EC waves are directed to
penetrate, and are used for plasma initiation, fine control of the plasma
current profile to minimize the occurrence of magnetic instabilities (dis-
ruptions) that would otherwise abruptly terminate the plasma current and
the fusion reaction.

Three other auxiliary systems provide support for plasma fueling and fuel
processing. These systems inject, exhaust and recover the D-T plasma fuel
and maintain the high vacuum environment needed to sustain the reacting
plasma. The D-T fuel is injected in gaseous and solid (D-T ice) form by gas
and ice pellet injectors.

Unburned D-T fuel and the helium ash from the fusion reaction are
exhausted from the plasma by the vacuum pumping system, which is
connected to the pumping ducts located just outboard of the divertor
plates.

The vacuum pumping system also establishes the ultra-high vacuum and
low-impurity (water and oxygen) conditions needed to prevent impurities
from quenching the fusion reaction.

A tritium-recovery system removes and recovers the tritium bred by
absorption of fusion neutrons in the blanket modules located within the
torus, and also recovers unburned tritium from the vacuum exhaust stream
and blanket/shield/divertor primary cooling circuits.

The final auxiliary system needed for plasma operation support is the
blanket/shield/divertor primary cooling system, which provides and
circulates coolant for heat removal from the in-vessel blanket, shield and
divertor.
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The plasma and engineering diagnostics provide specialized measurements
including plasma current, plasma size and magnetic configuration, plasma
temperature, density and composition, thermal and neutron radiation levels,
and monitoring of the operational parameters of the in-vessel systems.

B.2.4 Facility and Maintenance

The balance of the equipment needed for ITER operation and the
specialized equipment and work areas needed to enclose, maintain and
repair the tokamak device and auxiliary system components are contained
within the ITER Facility.

The cryostat, tokamak device, and the reactor-support auxiliary systems are
located within thick-walled, hermetically-sealed portions (cells) of the
facility building.

The walls of these reactor and auxiliary-system cells serve as primary
biological, or personnel protection shields to attenuate neutron and gamma
radiation not absorbed by the tokamak device. They also serve as back-up
containment barriers for any tritium or fusion activation products
accidentally released from the reactor or auxiliary systems.

The sub-divided arrangement of the reactor and auxiliary system cells
minimizes migration of contamination, and also facilitates simultaneous
servicing of the respective components between ITER operation periods.

A number of more conventional plant systems also support ITER reactor
operations.

These non-nuclear systems include:

1) a 100 kW cryogenic refrigeration plant to provide liquid
helium for cooling the tokamak magnet systems,

2) direct-current power supplies for the TF and PF magnets and
an active plasma positioning system,

3) specialized direct-current and rf power supplies for the NBI,
LH and EC plasma current-drive/heating systems,

4) a primary AC electrical power distribution systems, and

5) a water-cooling plant that provides cooling water for the
secondary (non-tritium) circuits of the in-vessel cooling and
heat removal systems, and for cooling of the
cryo-refrigeration plant and DC and rf power supplies.
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The total AC power demand and heat disposal during typical ITER
operation are respectively about 700-800 MW and 1700-2800 MW.

A facility-wide control system monitors and coordinates operation of the
systems throughout the facility and also provides the means by which
scientific and engineering data obtained during ITER operations is
evaluated and archived.

The ITER facility and the arrangement of the tokamak device and auxiliary
systems within die facility are configured to support maintenance and repair
of these systems throughout the course of ITER operations.

Once operations with D-T fuel commence, the entire tokamak device, and
to a lesser extent the auxiliary systems, will become activated, and remote
maintenance procedures become mandatory.

Within die torus vessel, this maintenance will be done with a pair of
in-vessel manipulators (articulated booms that can be extended into die
torus between plasma operation periods) and a pair of in-vessel transport
vehicles.

These booms and vehicles, equipped with specialized handling fixtures and
remotely operable tools, will be used to remove and re-install in-vessel
components such as first wall tiles and divertor plates. These maintenance
operations can be carried out relatively quickly, and are planned as a
routine part of ITER operation.

Remote handling facilities are also provided for ex-vessel maintenance in
die reactor and auxiliary systems cells. In die tokamak cell, die maintenance
will be done using specialized manipulators for small components, and a
remote heavy-lift (about 800 tonne) crane for die more massive tokamak
components.

A system of airlocks and transportation devices is provided for removing
activated components from the tokamak cell and transporting diem to die
decontamination and repair or disposal facilities.

Other nuclear-shielded subcells in die facility (e.g., die NBI cell and tritium
cell) are equipped wilh similar remote-handling cranes, manipulators and
transport devices.

Components removed from die reactor and auxiliary cells will be trans-
ferred to specialized areas within die ITER facility for decontamination and
subsequent inspection, repair, or preparation for disposal.

The design of die ITER tokamak device and auxiliary systems are specified
with maintainability and repairability as a fundamental requirement
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B.3 ITER Layout and System Descriptions

BJ.l Layout

The main parameters cunently foreseen for the ITER configuration are
summarized in Table B.I. JET figures are given for comparison

Table B.I
Basic parameters for ITER and JET.

Parameter

Fusion power

Plasma heating and current drive

Pulse length

Total number of pulses

Plasma

Fuel cycle

First wall

Magnet coils

Vacuum vessel

Tokamak building

Electric power required

Cooling capacity

current
major radius
minor radius
temperature
density
torodial field

vacuum pump flow
T flow

fast neutron flux
heat flux
total mass

conductor
toroidal field coil, height
poloidal field coil, diam
total energy
total mass

outer diameter x height
total mass

max height
planar surface

MW

MW

s

104

MA
m
m
keV
102<Vm3
T

nP/s
g/h

1016/m2s
MW/m2

t

m
m
GJ
t

m
t

m
m2

MW

MW

ITER

1000 - 2000

50 - 200

1000 - ~

2 - 4

22-30
6-8
2.2-3
10-20
2-3
5

350 - 700
200 - 500

100 - 200
0.2-1
=8000

Nb3Sn
16-17
24-30
60 -120
»12000

020 x 22
»9000

75
128 x175

700 - 800

1700 - 2800

JET

2-10

20-40

2-30

3-4

4 -7
3
1.2
10-20
-0.4
3.5

6-8
1-2

0.3 - 1.5
0.1-0.3

Cu
5.7
10.5
2
600

09x5
68

34
83 x 153

780

100
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The vacuum vessel and magnet systems are housed entirely inside the
cryostat vessel, which is a fully-metallic, welded design.

The first-wall/blanket/shield is an integrated structure. The blanket/shield
design provides cooling to the first wall.

The blanket design is highly segmented. In the latest design the inboard
blanket is divided into 48 modules, each containing 3 cells (canisters) and
the outboard blanket into 72 modules each consisting of 5 cells.

The tokamak device design provides 16 large equatorial ports. Six of these
ports are occupied by the plasma heating and current drive systems. The
balance are reserved for plasma diagnostics, plasma fueling, maintenance
equipment and, in the Technology Phase, nuclear test modules.

B 3.2 Magnet Systems

The superconducting magnet systems are among the most critical of ITER
subsystems, not only because of their requirements for advanced
technology, but also because of the inherent demand in some components
for extremely high reliability.

Within the ITER Magnet Systems, we include the following major sub-
systems: the Toroidal Field (TF) and Poloidal Field (PF) Magnets (all of
which are superconducting except the Active Control Coils located inside
the Vacuum Vessel), the Structural Support System and Cryostat, the
Cryogenic System, the TF and PF Power and Protection Systems, and Coil
Services and Diagnostics.

In the latest (EDA) design there are 24 superconducting TF magnets with
14 superconducting PF coils arranged outside them in up/down symmetric
pairs. The layout of the superconducting magnet windings is pictured in
Fig. I. Of the PF magnets, there are 4 identical pairs at the center of the
machine that compose the Central Solenoid (CS), one pair at the top and
bottom of the TF coils, and 2 pairs (not identical) on the outboard for
establishing the vertical field. The latter three pairs may be referred to
collectively as the outer PF (OPF) coils.

The PF magnets are designed for ramp-up, control, and 1 000 s bum of a
25 MA plasma while allowing variations over a range of plasma parameters.
The TF or PF magnet systems with associated structures comprise nearly
12 0001 cold mass.
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B33 Conductors and Windings

The windings of both the TF and PF systems will use force-cooled, cabled
conductors with steel jackets that provide distributed structure. In most
conductor options, the jackets also provide containment of the supercritical
helium coolant in good thermal contact with the cable. In addition to
ensuring positive heat removal, this design approach offers good rigidity in
the windings and is compatible with the high-voltage design requirements
imposed by both system operation and quench protection.

The choice of superconductor for the CS and TF windings is Nb3Sn
because of the necessary temperature margins for operation in the chal-
lenging environment of simultaneously high fields, high current densities,
and high heat loads from both nuclear and transient-field effects. NbTi
remains an option for the OPF coils where its lower critical parameters are
not as constraining.

BJ.4 Cryogenic Systems

There will be high heat loads in the windings of all the magnets. The
heating results from a combination of nuclear absorption and A-C losses in
the superconductor losses under transient field conditions. The TF-coil
cases and other structures will also be subject to various combinations of
nuclear, eddy-current, thermal-radiation, and conducting heating.

It appears that refrigeration capacity of about 100 kW at 4.5 K will be
sufficient to accommodate all these heat loads while allowing reliable
operation of the magnet systems.

The cryogenic system will likely be divided into a number of modular units
with capacities of 20-30 kW each. For cryogenic systems of the size and
type required for ITER, an overall system efficiency can be provided that
will result in approximately 300 W expended at room temperature for every
1 W absorbed in the magnet systems at 4.5 K.

B J.5 Containment Structures

The ITER Containment Structure; provide the controlled environments
needed to conduct ITER operations. There are three major subsystems.

The torus vacuum vessel forms the primary vacuum boundary for the
plasma and provides containment of tritium. The vacuum vessel also
provides mechanical support for the in-vessel nuclear components, which
are attached to the vacuum vessel by an attaching locks system.
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Tbe cryostat vacuum vessel provides the secondary vacuum used as thennal
insulation for the TF and PF superconducting coils.

The machine gravity supports support the TF and PF magnet systems and
vacuum vessel within the cryostat vessel. The "blanket-to-blanket"
attachment system ("attaching locks") employed in the design allow
compensation of the principal electromagnetic loads inside the cylindrical
blanket structures rather than transmitting them to the vacuum vessel.

BJ.6 Vacuum Vessel

Tbe torus vacuum vessel ( W ) is assembled from sectors, with one sector
perTFcoiL

The recent design is a double toroidal shell structure joined by poloidal
rings. The toroidal shells are made of plates 20-40 mm thick, fully welded.
Material envisaged are inconel or titanium alloy for low neutron induced
activation. The inside of the vacuum vessel would be filled with boronated
steel balls.

The vacuum vessel is toroidally segmented, with electrically insulating
structural connections. To ensure adequate cleanliness and outgassing
during operation, the temperature of the first wall would need to be
maintained above 200 °C and bakeable to above 300 °C. The vacuum
vessel structure should be maintained at a minimum temperature of around
150 oQ

(A total fusion power of 4 GW corresponds to an average thermal power
flux of 0.3 MW/m2 leading to first wall temperatures considerably in excess
of400°C.)

BJ.7 First Wall

The ITER First-Wall (FW) system is located on the plasmafacing surface
(ca 1 000 m2) of the in-vessel blanket/shield modules and covers most of
the region within which the plasma is produced. The FW structure and
coolant are integrated with the tritium-ureeding and nuclear-shielding
portions of these modules. The plasma facing surface of the first wall is
coated with a renewable layer of beryllium.

The principal functions of the FW are to

1) define the ultra-clean (low-impurity) region within which the
plasma is produced
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2) absorb the electromagnetic radiation and charged-particle flux
emanating from the plasma

3) protect the underlying blanket/ shield components from direct
contact with the plasma and high-energy electrons, par-
ticularly during periods of plasma start-up and shutdown and
during plasma disruptions

B3.8 First Wall Armor

Based on experience in present large tokamaks, full coverage of the first
wall (FW) with a material with light atoms (low Z) armor tiles (bumper
plates) will probably be needed to protect against melting and thermal
fatigue caused by disruptions, to shield against the neutral beams and
injected pellets, and to minimize high impurity inflow during startup and
disruptions.

Therefore poloidal "bumper limiters" are designed to protect the first wall
and the blanket Quick inspection and replacement are desired since
relatively frequent replacement of the bumper limiter may be required.

B3.9 Divertor

The divertor plates, located below the plasma region within the torus
vacuum vessel, establish the interface between the plasma and the material
surface of the tokamak device. During normal operation these plates, must
withstand and remove several hundred of heat conducted to them from the
plasma boundary. Here also the plasma (including the helium produced by
the fusion reaction) is neutralized for subsequent exhaust by the torus
vacuum pumping systems.

The divertor system represents one of the most difficult design tasks for
ITER.

In the recent design the divertor is intended to have a "gas target" mode
operation where the divertor plasma is cooled to low temperatures by
radiation and neutral particle cooling. The divertor structure may be divided
into three regions:

1) divertor bumpers

2) the main divertor channel structure that facilitates in-flow of
cold neutral particles and out-flow of hot neutral particles

3) divertor bumper plates that protect the main divertor channel
structure from disruptive heat flux.
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The length of the divertor channel is 2-2.S m and the overall volume of the
divertor region is about 400 m3.

The lifetime of the divertor plate is a sensitive function of such factors as
plasma edge temperature, choice of material, and the frequency and nature
of plasma disruption.

During the initial thermal quench in disruptions about 80 % of the plasma
thermal energy (about 600 MJ) are estimated to be deposited equally on the
FW and DP with modest peaking factors. During the following current
quench, it is assumed that the remaining run-away electrons may cause
highly localized energy depositions, possibly approaching 30 MJ/m2.

B.3.10 Blanket and Shield Systems

The terms of reference for ITER provide for incorporation of a tritium
breeding blanket with a breeding ratio as close to unity as practical in a
system with very large penetrations needed for experimentation.

The main function of this blanket is to produce the necessary tritium
required to achieve the ITER operation and test program objectives. The
limited tritium supply from the international market dictates this tritium
breeding function.

The primary design goals for the recent blanket design are the following:

1) achieve a net tritium breeding ratio (TBR) of about one,

2) operate at an average neutron wall loading of about
1 MW/m2,

3) achieve an average fluence of at least 1 MWa/m2 and up to
3 MWa/m2,

4) be compatible with an overall machine availability during the
Technology Phase of at least 10 % with a goal of reaching
about 25 % during years of peak reliability,

5) tolerate accident conditions with passive methods.

The first wall and blanket system is arranged in modules which can be
installed and removed through vertical maintenance ports. The modules are
joined into a single toroidal assembly to minimize shear loads from induced
current components flowing across the toroidal field. Each module is sub-
divided into several toroidal cells, with thin walls to limit thermal stress.
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The blanket cells are containers for thermally conducting liquid breeder
material e.g. lithium or lithium-lead. Cooling can be supplied by flowing
lithium at moderate speed (1 m/s) through the system or by separate
cooling tubes immersed in the liquid breeder material.

If internal coolant tubes are used, the internal pressure of the coolant is
decoupled from the thermal stress and disruption loads applied to the first
wall. In the version using separate cooling tubes, the tubes are arranged
inside the breeding material to remove both first wall surface heat and
volumetric nuclear heating.

The inlet tubes are positioned close to the first wall and coolant return
tubes are placed close to the back plate. Coolant enters and exits at the top
ports. If tubes are used they are double walled and arranged in a spiral
geometry.

The shield is designed in an integrated manner with the first wall, blanket
and vacuum vessel because of geometrical and structural requirements. The
main function of the shield is to reduce the neutron and photon leakage
intensities at the outer shield surfaces to acceptable levels. This reduction
ensures that

1)

2)

the workers and the public are protected from radiation
exposure during operation and after shutdown.

the different reactor components are protected from radiation
damage and excessive nuclear heating

B.3.11 Maintenance.

All components of the tokamak device are classified according to their
requirement for maintenance.

The first class of components includes those that are known to require
frequent scheduled maintenance because the lifetime is anticipated to be
considerably shorter than the machine lifetime (e.g. the divertor plates).
These components, and the associated remote handling equipment and
service procedures are designed together to minimize the replacement time.

The second class of components includes those, whicn, while designed to
last the life of ITER, may require unscheduled maintenance, (e.g. breeding
blanket sector). The reasons for this stem primarily from the operating
conditions which are severe and somewhat uncertain.

The third class of components includes those which are designed to last the
life of ITER and replacement is not anticipated although possible (e.g.
magnets and vacuum vessel).
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Reliability and fail-safe design of the maintenance equipment itself are also
required. All maintenance equipment will be designed so that no single-
point failure can

1) preclude the withdrawal of the equipment to its maintenance
area,

2) result in inadvertent release of the payload

3) cause any loss of confinement or accidental release of
radioactivity.

B.3.12 Fuel Cycle System.

A combination of gas puffing in the divertor region and pellet injection past
the scrape-off layer provides fuelling and density profile control.

Plasma chamber vacuum pumping options for helium exhaust include both
mechanical pumps and cryopumps.

Fuel Processing removes impurities from highly tritiated gas streams and
recovers the tritium from the impurities. It requires interconnections of
components to provide processing pathways. Impurities can be separated
from the hydrogen streams using permeation, molecular-sieve-cryosorption,
or gettering techniques. Tritium will be recovered from the impurity stream
by several methods including cold trapping, electrolysis, catalytic technique
and permeation, which avoids inventories of tritiated water.

Blanket Tritium Recovery options depend on the blanket material. For the
liquid eutectic LiPb blanket vacuum extraction with purification using hot
metal trap followed by recovery on metal getter beds is envisaged.

B.3.13 Heat Transport Systems

The heat transport systems remove heat deposited in different components
of the reactor and transport it to the cooling water system from which the
heat is eventually rejected to the environment. The system also must have
the ability to provide heat for baking and conditioning of the internal
components of the vacuum vessel.

The heat transport systems consist of:

o Primary heat transport systems; required for heat removal
from the torus systems such as; blanket, first wall, divertor,
shield, vacuum vessel and cryostat
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o Primary cooling systems required for heat removal from the
equipment of the auxiliary systems such as plasma heating and
current drive system cryogenic plant, maintenance system hot
cell, radioactive waste disposal, magnet power supply system.

o Associated piping, pumps, valves, heat exchangers,chemical
and pressure control of the coolant, intermediate cooling
circuits.

In addition some heating equipment is provided for baking and conditioning
of in vessel components.

The in vessel components have high heat loads. Two independent coolant
loops are provided for them, each capable of 50 % removal of the total heat
load. All coolant loops containing activated products and possibly tritium
will have a cleaning bypass loop and transfer heat through intermediate heat
transport circuits.
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Option III Hê Li - Discussion of barrier vessel design
requirements

Cl Objective

In this Annex C we intend to discuss the safety performance of the Design
Option III He3Li for comparison with the anticipated licensing require-
ments defined in the study, Section 3. The focus and emphasis is on based
barrier safety and on accident mitigation aspects. We intend to discuss the
performance requirement to be applied to a barrier vessel designed to cope
with complete helium coolant blow down and/or postulated lithium/air
fires. The barrier vessel pressure and temperature load carrying capabilities
required and the required leak tightness under the prevailing conditions are
stated tentatively.

C.2 Introductory remarks and general discussion on
lithium/air fires

We see for Option III the need for a barrier vessel that reliably separates
lithium from air at all times. This barrier is needed as much to keep air out
as to keep radioactivity in. The radioactivity to be kept in is mainly first
wall vanadium activation products. A large in-vessel lithium/air fire could
mobilize first wall materials. This feature is in common to all the lithium
breeder options.

For the purpose of this study we accept the idea of suppressing lithium fires
by inerting the compartments housing lithium holding components [Ref 5].
The inert atmosphere in these compartments we take to be helium.
Nitrogen is an alternative to be evaluated in future studies. The inerted
compartments will be the vacuum vessel, the cryostat vessel and the
compartments bordering on to these vessels that can potentially exchange
atmosphere with them. The inerted bordering compartments (we under-
stand) are those immediately surrounding the cryostat such as the upper
and lower ring header rooms, the vacuum pump compartments, the blanket
test module compartments, and others as will be determined by detailed
design.

Particular consideration (inerting or not) will have to be given to compart-
ments such as the poloidal coil transfer tunnel below the vacuum vessel and
the primary cooling system compartments on top of the upper ring header
room. The issues to be considered are the probabilities and consequences of
hot lithium entering these insufficiently inerted compartments in quantities
large enough to start fires that can be damaging to the intended use of
ITER or to the health and safety of the neighbouring population.
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Large lithium fires in air, (judging from Ref 5) are so damaging that spills of
lithium of the order of tons or larger outside the inerted compartments
should be excludable by design according to the principle of passive safety.
We interpret this to mean that passive design features should exclude
lithium/air fires to a level of probability <10"*> per year.

The alternative to this position is to postulate lithium spills in excess of
20 ton into (at least some) air filled compartments and require them to be
designed to be capable of coping with the consequences of large lithium
fires up to some limit approaching the total lithium content of ITER.
Obviously further discussion of this subject is beyond resources available to
this study. It is deferred to future studies and noted for future work in the
recommendations.

C.3 Barrier description and design requirements in
Design Option III Hê Li

C.3.1 Barrier design

We conceive of the barrier between lithium and air, see Figure 4 of main
report, as a vessel designed to be capable to stay leak tight for several days
under design bases loads of 3 bar internal pressure and 600 °C, at least
temporary, internal gas temperatures. The barrier forms a mainly cylindrical
vessel of height 50 m; diameter 55 m and volume 100 000 m3.

The barrier serves four purposes

1 to provide safe storage of lithium inventory in an inerted vault
inside the barrier in retracted position during maintenance
periods.

2 to preclude lithium escape to the outside.

3 to preclude air ingress inside

4 to preclude leakage of tritium and activation products to the
environment as a result of a lithium air fire that is postulated
to occur in air inside the barrier despite its purpose to
preclude air ingress.

The barrier will move between one extended position during operation and
one retracted position during maintenance periods. The retracted position
allows air inside the removed barrier to allow access to the machinery for
maintenance.The extended position precludes lithium air fires during
operation.
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This barrier encloses i.a. the vacuum and cryostat vessels, the upper and
lower ring headers, the pump and lithium equipment rooms as indicated on
the figure.

Outside the barrier, on top of the vessel, is the heat exchanger between the
primary helium coolant and the intermediate water coolant circuit, which
rejects heat to the ultimate sink, the sea water.

C3.2 Barrier design basis events

C.3.2.1 Postulated spill of 800 ton liquid lithium

Liquid lithium for tritium breeding fills (48-3+72-5=) 504 in- and out-board
blanket canisters. Each blanket canister holds = 2 m3 or 1 ton of lithium.

Liquid lithium is circulated in four external loops to destination columns for
tritium recovery. Each loop holds 400 m3 or 200 tons of lithium. In total
800 tons of lithium are circulated in the blanket system. Lithium tempera-
tures approach 1300 °C in the tritium fractional destillation/permeation
plant (P Dinner, W Gulden FAX of June 17,1993).

Helium gas coolant circulates in pipes that reenter from the top of the
blanket segment box. Break of a helium pipe inside a canister could damage
the blanket vessel and spill lithium into the vacuum vessel as discussed
below. Important to safety is that damage to one blanket canister does not
damage the neighbouring canister causing lithium spill to propagate from
one to two or several up to 504 blanket canisters.

Spill of hot liquid lithium on to the hot beryllium clad surfaces of the
plasma facing components will cause reaction between lithium and
beryllium. Clean up of surfaces after such spill is deemed to be difficult
[Ref 5].

If canister failure propagation were to occur at the same time as damage to
the four externa' 'oops, the total content of 800 tons of lithium could spill
into the inerted sub compartments of the barrier vessel

For the purpose of this study we require that spill of 800 tons of lithium can
be shown to incur no damage causing leakage of tritium or activation
products from the inerted barrier vessel as a whole.

At this point we wish to explain that we do not intend to make any
statement as to whether canister rupture propagates or not in a real design.
This is simply because canisters are not designed yet We merely wish to
indicate the implications to barrier vessel design of postulated canister
failure propagation. Conversely, we indicate the importance to safety of
non-propagation.
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C.3.2 Postulated blowdown of (8 250) m3 He at 20 MPa

For this study we assume that 3500/8 MWth of heat is transported from the
vacuum vessel to the ultimate heat sink, the sea water. This heat transport
occurs in 8 parallel loops [Ref 16]. There is 3500 kg of helium filling
250 m3 at 20 MPa in each loop. Circulating hot helium gas at temperatures
up to 560 °C takes heat away from the first wall, blanket, divertor and
shield in the vacuum vessel and transfers it in the heat exchanger to the
coolant circulating in an intermediate circuit for transfer to the ultimate sink
the sea water.

We postulate that a break of a helium pipe can occur at any location around
the helium circuit Of particular interest is the break of a helium pipe in the
lithium breeder blanket canister. Expansion of the helium gas into the
blanket canister vessel of volume (0.50.2-12) = 1.2 m3 will pressurize it to
failure (unless averted by pressure relief?).

Liquid lithium, 0.5 ton, will then spill into the vacuum vessel and drain via
the pump exhausts? into the vacuum pumps.

Helium gas will pressurize the 2 500 m3 volume of the vacuum vessel until
bursting of a pressure relief rupture disk at 0.7 MPa. The gas will escape
via the relief duct into the inerted barrier vessel of volume 100 000 m3

surrounding the vacuum vessel (see main report Figure 4).

The partial pressure of helium of 0.02 MPa will add to the initially 0.1 MPa
pressure in this compartment. Pressure will stay steadily at 0.12 MPa in this
compartment unless gas release from other helium coolant circuits or heat
energy from other sources like residual heat (e.g. by wanning liquid helium
(11 ton?) in the supra conducting magnet coils) substantially contribute to
its contents of heat and gas.

C.3.4 Barrier vessel leak tightness and pressure relief

It is conceivable that the lithium spill event described above, were it to
propagate throughout all the blanket segments, could cause blowdown of
helium from all the eight helium loops. Helium partial pressure of 1.6 bar
would then add to the initially 1 bar to a total of 2.6 bar pressure in the
barrier vessel.

The steady pressure drives leakage of tritium and activation product
aerosols out of the inerted barrier vessels into the surrounding closed
circuit air ventilation zone of the reactor building.

To reduce leakage rate, some means of reducing pressure of the inerted
barrier vessel is desirable. The goal is to bring pressure back to the some-
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what sub atmospheric level where out leakage ceases. In principle this can
be accomplished by some form of pressure relief with filtering of relieved
gases. Consideration of desired release reduction as weighed against cost of
inert gases will determine extent of vent filter relief application [Ref 5].

For the purpose of this study we assume that spill of all the liquid lithium
from all the blanket segments and all the liquid lithium from other lithium
holding systems can occur at the same time as blowdown of all the helium
contents of all the helium coolant loops into the vacuum vessel or any one
of the inerted compartments surrounding the vacuum vessel without
causing leakage of tritium or activation products from the inerted barrier
vessel as a whole.

Mobility is an important component of passive safety for the activation
product inventories of radioactivity in the first wall and in the lithium and
lithium-lead breeding material. Mobilities in the order of <5-10"3 first wall
inventories could be expected for first wall mobilities of this order barrier
escape fractions below <2-10~2 are required to achieve barrier based
passive safety (see study, Table 3). This requirement on a barrier vessel is
reasonably feasible to realize.

C.4 Postulated lithium air fires

C.4.1 Lithium spills inside barrier

We postulate that lithium spills can occur in any compartment housing
lithium holding components. The lithium spills can form sprays or pools.
The spray is characterized by pressurized ejection of lithium from a leak,
causing dispersal of finely divided droplets of lithium in the compartment
gas atmosphere. The pool spill is characterized by gentle flowing out of
lithium to form a pool on the compartment floor. Also a pool can be
formed by spray spills collecting on the compartment floor.

There are ideas [Ref 5] of draining lithium from the floor back into some
safe inerted storage arrangement. One aspect on that strategy is that lithium
below 180 °C freezes into a solid that could plug narrow drain lines.

C.4.2 Lithium spill in inerted barrier

As described above lithium spill in the vacuum vessel can be caused by
break of a helium pipe in the blanket Hot liquid lithium will react with hot
beryllium coated first wall surfaces inside the vacuum vessel.
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Qean up of the vessel from spill will be difficult especially with regard to
the lithium beryllium reaction products. The spill and clean up operations
will be detrimental to the intended use of ITER.

The spill of liquid lithium inside the inerted barrier will not, within the
above design requirement, cause release of tritium or activation products to
the atmosphere (or aquisphere).

Thus, we trust inerting by helium will be effective to suppress lithium fires.

C.4.3 Lithium/air pool fire inside barrier

If a pool spill of hot liquid lithium occurs inside the barrier at a time when
air prevails, then the pool will catch fire and burn with the oxygen but also
with the nitrogen, humidity, carbon, dioxide and other components of the
air [Ref 5]. Ignition will occur at temperatures above 243 °C in normal
humidity air and in dry air the ignition temperature is above 630 °C.

The pool size can be any fraction of the plants inventory of lithium.

Calculational models (LITFIRE) exist to estimate as a function of pool size
and time the

o lithium pool temperature
o combustion zone temperature
o gas temperature
o gas pressure

The results are given in Figures 5 and 6 in main report,from [Ref 5], They
show the effect of increasing spill size from 10 tons to 44 tons. Pool
temperature and flame temperature are little affected by spill size (see
Figure 5). Temperature and pressure in the barrier vessel, see Figure 6,
increase with spill size and are, at 44 tons spilled, 600 °C and 2.5 bar,
respectively.

Note that the blanket modules hold 600 tons lithium that can be spilled and
that the total inventory of lithium in the plant is 800 tons.

The results in Figures 5 and 6 apply to a barrier vessel of 250 000 m3

volume. Smaller spills in the proportion 1:2.5 would produce similar curves
in a barrier vessel of 100 000 m3-

Sensitivity studies show, as could be expected, that critical parameters are
availability of oxygen and the area to volume ratio of the pool. Further
discussion e.g. of resulting temperatures in the vacuum vessel as a function
of the air in leakage window size is beyond the resources of this project.
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We accept for this report that a sizeable lithium fire in air in the barrier
vessel will raise pressure and temperature to 3 bar and 600 °C.

C.4.4 Postulated lithium spray in inerted barrier

We see at this point little difference compared to the pool case discussed
above in C.4.2.

C.4.5 Postulated lithium air spray fire inside barrier

Spray fire tests in air have aerosolized 1 to 5 % of the reacted lithium
compared to 5 to 10 % in pool tests [Ref 5].

Spray tests with initial lithium spray temperature <650 °C do not mobilize
more lithium as aerosols than do pool tests.

In air, 100% of the lithium burned during the spray period in the 650 °C
test Less than 5 % of the lithium burned in air as spray in the 427 °C test

In nitrogen, both spray and pool tests have aerosolized 1 % of the reacted
lithium.

Information (not now available to us) on spray flame temperature would be
of interest to judge spray flames abilities to damage equipment within its
reach.

C.4.6 Leak in liquid metal water heat exchanger

This type of fire is not applicable to Option HI He3Li.

C.5 Discussion of the merits of barrier vessel filtered
vent relief arrangements

Arguments can be made that blowdown of helium could pressurize the
barrier vessel rather quickly. Therefore, a design pressure of 3 bar is
recommended.

Additional pressure rise above this level caused by e.g. lithium air fires
could be expected to occur at a slower pace. Vent relief of excess pressures
therefore appears as a reasonable proposition. Vent relief may also have a
role to keep temperatures far below the 600 °C foreseen in a Li/air fire.

In an imminent lithium/air fire situation it is of interest as a precaution to
reduce the amount of air available to the fire. One way to achieve such
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reduction is, presuming vent relief is available, to vent the barrier vessel to
atmospheric pressure, thereby allowing escape of two thirds of the air.

Pressure relief in itself can be expected to contribute to release reduction by
removing the pressure difference, relative to the atmosphere, that drives
leakage of radioactivity out of the banier vessel.

Hltering of relieved gases can be expected to be required in order to reduce
releases of radioactive lithium fire aerosols.

Further discussions of this subject is beyond resources available to this
project It is noted in the recommendations for consideration in planning
further work.

C.6 Anticipated licensing issue in Design Option III

Above we discussed the protection offered by a barrier vessel designed to
be able to carry for days the loads from internal gases at 3 bar pressure and
600 °C temperature.

The choice of pressure level was based on the assumption that all eight
pressurized helium coolant loops could by some common cause (of which
we described one) be brought to simultaneously blow down their helium
contents into the barrier vessel.

The choice of temperature level was based on the assumption that a large
lithium air fire could occur, in the barrier vessel, raising gas temperatures to
this level.

If we combine the two and require the barrier vessel to carry the loads of
pressure and temperature resulting from a large lithium air fire in an
atmosphere of air and helium (at 1+1.6 = 2.6 bar), then the resulting
pressure and temperature could be expected to approach 8 bar and 600 °C.

We anticipate that arguments can be made to the effect that air ingress with
lithium fire and complete helium blowdown are mutually exclusive. We
would then be left to decide whether such arguments are completely
convincing or otherwise design the barrier vessel to carry some higher
pressure load than 3 bar.

Of course we consider an 8 bar, 600 °C barrier vessel, with the complicated
form and penetrations characteristic for ITER, to be a major undertaking
beyond present day barrier vessel technology. We do not wish to recom-
mend that such a route be taken. We merely wish to point out what it takes
to achieve barrier based passive safety in an Option III that includes the
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weak blanket box failure propagation mechanism mode that we described in
above.
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